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NUMBER 13

NEW CHAPTER OF SIGMA NU INSTALLED SATURDAY
MARTIN TALKS
CtllSE WAfI
Sees Challenge to America in
Far Eastern Situation
Unequaled in Decades
IS MEMBER OF FACULTY
Speaks Every Thursday At
Auditorium
Lecturing on "The War in
China", Dr. John Martin, L.L.D.,
presented his first of ten lectures
on international relations at the
Winter Park High School, January 6. Dr. Martin, a Rollins faculty member for the winter term.
sees a challenge to America in the
Far Eastern situation unequaled
in decades with far reaching impHcations into the future. To UE
then an understanding of the conflict between China and Japan U
of particular sigificance.
Under Chiang Kai-shek, the national leader and Generalissimo.
China's policy a year ago was a
peaceful one but not for long at
pressure was exerted on Chiang
through argument and demonstration of force to adopt a policy of
resistance, armed and determined
against the aggressions of Japan
Japan Strikes
Then the war was undertaken oi
a vast scale. Japan poured troop:
and implements of war into that
vast, ilethaa-gic country, and,
you know from the newspapers,
has gone from victory to victory
The world was astonished that at
Shanghai the Chinese troops resisted for thirteen l o n g , bloody
weeks. The Generalissimo's o w n
troops in that position were better trained, better munitioned,
than any of the other forces. The
provincial soldiers proved little better than they had on previous occasions. The army was ill provided and ill led. An army of
great size needs hundreds of officers and subordinate officers to
lead the troops in mass and in
detail. And these a r e lacking.
Training and experience were lacking. More Chinese planes were
brought down by bad Chinese pilots
than by Japanese anti-aircraft
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

LAND TO COLLEGE
To Be Used Preferably For
Museum
20 LOTS GIVEN
Judge and Mrs. L. J. Hackney
have given to Rollins College a
deed for twenty lots in Sicilian
Shores Addition to Winter Park,
officials of Rollins announced today. The property is situated
across the street from the Hackney home at 1461 Via Tuscany.
Judge and Mrs. Hackney have
indicated in presenting the deed
that "the uses contemplated are
educational, preferably a museum
of art and history."
Recognizing that Rollins is in
a period of development and growth
and owes its first obligations to
its original and principal plant and
must "therefore defer expenditures
for collateral educational purposes," Judge and Mrs. Hackney
have imposed no limit of time or
amount of expenditure in making
use of the property.
In the event that the college decides after five or six years that
it cannot enter upon the development preferred by the donors, or
some other substantial educational
venture upon the property. Judge
and Mrs. Hackney have suggested
that Rollins may wish to "construct
residences for its officers and, or
its professors thereon or it may
sell and convey the lots to another who will construct residences
of a creditable character."
The 20 lots, it is understood, are
valued at about $7,000.

S0LI0IST8 FOR
BACH PROGRAM
MADE PUBLIC

REGULATIONS FOR
INITIATION
The Faculty Committee on
Student Standing wishes to
call attention to the following regulations with regard
to initiation into the fraternities and sororities at Rollins College;
The candidate must have
completed one full term of
work as a regular student at
Rollins College with a satisfactory rating in each course
taken.
No student on probation
will be permitted to be initiated.
At least forty-eight hours
before the time set for initiation, the fraternity or
sorority must present to the
college registrar in writing
the names of candidates for
initiation and receive from
the registrar a written certificate of their eligibility.
Fraternities and sororities
will be held responsible for
compjying with these regula-

Private S e r v i c e s Held at
House Thursday
FAVORITE POEM READ
On Monday night of last week,
Mrs. Charles A. (Caroline L.)
Campbell, wife of Dean Campbell,
died at her home "Green Shadows",
after an illness of several months.
Private services were held at
the home on Thursday afternoon,
with the Rev. William Henry Denny, Jr., and the Rev. Thomas Henry Sprague, D. D., brother-in-law
of Mrs. Campbell, officiating. Included in the quiet and impressive
service was the reading of her favorite poem, written by Edward
Bulwer-Lytton, "There Is No
Death"—a poem which so beautifully echoes the credo of Mrs.
Campbell's life with its high note
of eternal spirit progression.
Mrs. Campbell, who w a s t h e
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K. Allen
Lovell of Philadelphia, was always
deeply interested in Rollins and
active in the college community.
Ever a source of comfort and help
to her beloved husband, the passing of Mrs. Campbell has a l s o
brought sorrow to her many devoted friends of the Rollins group.
Her sincere and helpful interest to
the students and in their many
activities had always been a source
of deep satisfaction throughout the
twelve happy years she lived in
Winter Park; her
cheerful
courage and Christian fortitude
throughout her illness will be an
unforgettabe inspiration to all who
knew her.

4 0 0 SPONSORS WANTED
Fritz Lechner Featured Soloist Last Year
Five featured soloists have been
engaged to assist in presenting
the third annual Bach Festival at
Rollins College here on March 3 and
4 according to an announcement
today by the Bach Festival Committee of Winnter Park.
They are L o u i s e Lerch, soprano, and Arthur Kraft, tenor,
both from the Bethlehem, Pa.,
nual Bach Festival; Fritz Lechner, baritone, who was a featured
soloist at the Bach Festival of
Winter Park last year; Lilian
Knowles, contralto, who has also
appeared with the Bethlehem, Pa.,
Bach Festival; and Mac Morgan,
baritone, who is a native of Jacksonville, Fla., and now a pupil of
Arthur Kraft at t h e Eastman
School of Music.
Engagement of these five soloists is made possible, it is announced, by a sponsorship f u n d
contributed by m u s i c lovers
throughout the country. The Bach
Festival Committee of Winter
Park, which secured a list of 100
sponsors last year, is endeavoring
to increase the number to 400 and
reports that the list now represents sponsors in 26 states.
An announced purpose of the
committee is "to give to the South
a familiarity with the works of
the great masters and deep understanding of their spiritual significance—^works that are considered by foremost critics as th€
greatest devotional music ever composed."
In preparation for the third annual festival, which will be presented in t h r e e programs in
Knowles Memorial Chapel at Rollins on March 3 and 4, units of
choristers in several Florida cities
have been in rehearsal for the past
several months under the general
supervision of Christopher O. Honaas, choirmaster at Rollins College, and director of the Bach Choir
of Winter Park.
Nucleus of the Bach Choir of
Winter Park is the Rollins College
a cappella choir of sixty student
and faculty voices. The next largest unit is the Orlando-Winter Park
group of 57 singers. Other units
have been organized in Jacksonville, Daytona Beach, Tampa,
Gainesville, and Leesburg. Professor Honaas is directing the rehearsals of the Rollins choir and
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Bearded Gentlemen Have Good Reason
To Ask Way To Knowles Or Pinehurst
By Budd Rowland
Many of us have wondered, I
n sure, why so many people are
„-en milling around outside of the
Annie Eussell Theatre on Mondays
at eleven—why so many of our
Seminars arc literally crowded with
older pjople — and why we are
sometimes approached by bearded
gentlemen asking for Pinehurst or
Knowles. Surely this isn't our crop
of "mid-year transfers". No, indeed, it is the beginning of our
Adult Education which is included
our winter term.
For several years Rollins has
offered lectures by experts f o r
lany friends and has sent its faculty members to various parts of
the state as speakers for clubs,
civic organizations, and schools.
This led to the creation of an
Adult Education Program which
as first offered by Rollins in
(36. It met with such enthusiim from the outset that it was
ilarged upon the following year,
„.id this year Rollins offers more
than it ever has before. Many lectures are offered free, while in
others a silver collection is taken.

INSTALLATION OF
EPSILON TAU IS
CLIMAX OF WEEK

GUST OF NEW
RUSSELL PLAY

T h r e e Soloists Are From
Bethlehem Bach Festival
Group

. C, CiPBELL

DIES oyoiiiY

New Flagship of Far East Fleet

and for a few of the courses
small fee is necessary.
By far the most popular
are those given by Dr. John Martin and Dr. Thomas Chalmers. Dr.
Martin, Conference leader and
Consultant on International Relations, gives a lecture on International Relations in the High School
Auditorium on Thursdays at eleven.
Among his list of subjects we find
such stimulating titles as "T h e
Spanish War and t h e Fiasco of
Non-intervention", "The War in
China", and "Fascism, Nazi Socialism and Communism".
Dr.
Chalmers, professor of history at
Eollins and Boston University, gives
a course of lectures on Mondays
at eleven entitled "Europe and
America at the Threshold of 1938".
No fee is required for either of
these series.
Another well-attended series is
that given by Dr. Evelyn Newman,
professor of English Literature, in
the All Saints' Parish House on
Mondays at four. This is a miscellaneous group with such titles
as "Current Plays on Broadway",
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

The converted yacht Isabel, sliuwn above steaming under forced
draft up the Whangpoo river at Shanghai, has been made the flag,
ship of the U. S. Far Eastern fleet. Admiral Harry E. Yamell,
inset, commander of the fleet, transferred his flag to the Isabel
when his former flagship, the U. S. S. Augusta, sailed for Manila.

Headlines ALLEN ANNOUNCES
By FRED HBERMAN
Have you seen Norman Alley'j
films of the bombing of the Panay? If you have, you must
member the cruel and wanton bombardment of Nanking. You must
recall the horribly mangled bodies
of Chinese civilians, men and worn
en, as they lay, with their gut;
torn out, in the blood-washed streets
of the city, while the flying de
bris of what had once been quiet
homes and s h o p s filled the
above them.
These pictures, brutal and terrifying, are but an indication of
Japan's destructive invasion
China. What is to be done to keep
Japan from trampling upon human
rights ?
Japan cannot herself produci
the materials she needs for war
She must purchase them from thi
outside and must purchase them
with cash. We, of America, un
sciously have been supplying her
with this cash.
On December 18, 1937, a group of
thoughtful American citizen, m
hers of the Committee of the Conference on the Consumer and
Peace, offered a resolution calling
for the establishment of a Com
mittee for a Boycott Against Ja
panose Aggression.
The movement recognizes t h a t
"every individual carries a responsibility for maintenance of peace
and the checking of aggression",
and that, therefore as the buying
of Japanese goods gives support to
Japanese aggression, Americans
are called upon to cease buying
these goods.
This boycott, it was further
pointed out by the committee^ is
not directed against the Japanese
people, nor inspired by hatred or
nationalistic considerations".
It
will be lifted as soon as Japan lives
up to its treaty obligations and
evacuates China.
The movement has been advocated by civic and peace organizations all over the country. In New
York, it is not uncommon to see
placards in windows of s h o p s
which once sold Japanese goods
reading: "We do not handle Japa; products", or "No Japanese
goods sold here".
Stores in San Francisco, c o nservative Boston, Chicago, and our
Ocala, Fla., have joined the
e to stop s a l e of Japanese
goods, while pickets in cities, large
and small, have staged demonstrations against stores which sell Japanese products.
American students have not been
backward in joining either. T h e
American Students Union met at
Poughkeepisie, New Y o r k and
wholeheartedly backed the boycott.
The girls at the meeting hurled
their silk stockings into a huge
bonfire as an indication of their
incerity.
College peace societies in every
(Continued on Page 2, col. 6)
NOTICE
All seniors interested ...
receiving fellowships for foreign s t u d y should "" Dr.
^
Feuerstein as soon
sible.

lOR" CAST

Fuller, Morgan, Buckwalter
Have Leads
GIVEN IN FEBRUARY
With a competent cast finally selected rehearsals started last week
for "High Tor" destined to be the
most ambitious production of the
Rollins Student Players this year.
Already rumors are circulating
that this will prove the most unusual and delightful play given in
the Annie Russell Theatre. Professor Allen, the director and designer, is confident that this production will do full justice to the
text and spirit of Maxwell Anderson's beautiful fantasy.
The model of the set was completed during the Christmas vacation. Professor Allen and t h e
stagecraft class started construction immediately last week. The
action of the play takes place entirely on different parts of t h e
summit of the mountain, " H i g h
Tor", overlooking the Hudson River. The success of the play in capturing the proper mood will depend largely upon the lighting effects. Professor Allen and Miss
Daves, the new assistant in the
Drama Department, are spending
much time experimenting with various light combinations.
"High Tor" w i l l be presented
February 17 and 18 in the Annie
Russell Theatre.
The complete cast is as follows:
The Indian, Jack Buckwalter; Van
Van Dom, George Fuller; Judith,
Vicky Morgan; Art J. Biggs, John
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)

Julie Trowbridge and George
Holt to Play
Leads
MRS. SMITH TO DIRECT
Other Old Favorites To Be
In Cast
Franz Molnar's comedy, "The
Guardsman", which will open the
Annie Russell Series at Rollins
College on Friday and Saturday
evenings, Jan. 21 and 22, in the
Annie Russell Theatre, will be presented with a cast composed of familiar favorites of t h e Winter
Park and Orlando audiences.
In "The Guardsman", Molnar
has written a decidedly different
love story. The plot deals with
the clever strategy employed by a
jealous husband to hold his wife's
wandering affections. Both h u sband and wife are popular, temperamental box-office favorites in
Vienna, where the matinee - i d o l
husband plays the most important
role of his colorful career by impersonating a Guardsman of the
Russian Army to test the faithfulness, of his actress wife.
Julie Trowbridge and George C.
Holt have been cast as the actor
and the actress. Both players have
appeared in prominent roles in previous Annie Russell Company
plays. Julie Trowbridge will be
remembered for her outstanding
portrayal of Laura Seward in
"Men Must Fight" which opened
the Series last season, and Mr.
Holt played the leading role in
"Private Lives", the final play of
the year. Mr. Holt will make his
only appearance of the season with
the Annie Russell Company in
"The Guardsman".
The role of the Creditor is to be
played by Ernest Kilroe, who has
distinguished himself in the Rollins theatre by many outstanding
characterizations in various plays
presented by the Annie Russell
Compiany since its organization six
years ago.
Blanche Bloch will m a k e her
first dramatic appearance in Win(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

S e c o n d Division Convention
Held in Chapter House
Saturday Morning
COATES IS COMMANDER
Florida Chapters Officiate at
Ceremonies
The White Star of Sigma Nu
National Fraternity now shines officially on the Rollins campus.
Rho Lambda Nu Fraternity,
founded locally in 1930, in active
petition to Sigma Nu since October 1935, became the Epsilon Tau
Chapter, the one hundred and eleventh to be founded, and the ninetysixth active, of the Second Division,
It is the third chapter in Florida,
the sixth in the Second Division.
Other chapters of the Division may
be found at Stetson, U. of Florida,
University of Georgia, Georgia
Tech and Emory University.
Culminating a week-end of activity, the official installation took
place on Saturday afternoon, January eighth, in the Annie Russell
Theatre. Delta Mu Chapter of
Stetson, performed the rituals of
the Pledge service, which was followed by the installation and formal initiation iservice, officiated
by the Epsilon Zeta Chapter of the
University of Florida,
The series of events was begun
by an informal Smoker held in
Rollins Hall, the Chapter House,
on Friday evening, January seventh.. At this time many of the
Sigma Nu alumnae of Orlando, active collegiate members from the
various chapters in the state, and
members of Rho Lambda Nu, gathered to discuss the plans for the
following day. Bud Draper entertained the group by showing pictures taken with his "movie" camera. A general discussion followed.
Division Convention Held
Second in importance to the Installation, was the annual Convention of the Second Division. This
was held on Saturday morning,
opened by the Chairman, Raymond
W. Blacklock, special Inspector of
the Second Division, in the Chapter House. A representative of
each Chapter of the Division was
called upon to make reports on
finances, pledging, academic records. Fraternity House conditions,
intra-mural progress, et cetra. Max
Harrington, past president of Rho
Lambda Nu, reported briefly on the
progress made by the fraternity
since the last Convention.
Following the reports, Chairman
Blacklock called on Mr. Errett R.
(Continued on Page 2, col. 1)

FILMS SHOWN AI
ASSEMBLY TODAY

Student Conferences And Political
Conventions Have Great Resemblance
By DON BRADLEY
Between December 28 and January 2, at Albuquerque, on the
campus of the University of New
Mexico, the National Student Federation of America held its annual
conference, with representatives
bering one hundred and fifty
from colleges all over the country.
This is the thirteenth time this
ganization has met for the purpose of battering the cause of student government nationally, and
according to the reports of our own
Dud" Felder, there was
argument as to what was
good for all sections of the counusual the South stuck
together, like good politicians, and
ly started another war, but it
e out agreeably in the end with
each side compromising to the tune
of "Isolationism" in world politics.
The main body of reports have
)t as yet been published but from
Dud's few remarks, I gather that
they will be well worth reading,
when they do appear.
From listening to Dud's description of the whole trip I found that
it closely resembled that of a dele of the National party
conventions, with all the excitement and color of lobbying, speechking, hot-headed outbursts, and

finally the battle for next year's
Presi^dent, and the next conference
site, which will be at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.
Dud left here on Christmas afternoon with Mink Whitelaw who
accompanied him as second delegate. The train trip was a long
one, and the boys did not arrive in
Albuquerque until the morning of
the twenty-eighth. The time was
not all taken up with business, for
the first night there was a welcoming dance, and during the following six days there were trips
to Indian Pueblos and other places
of interest. Dud mentioned visiting the T. B. Sanatorium for Indians, adding that it was the best
of its type he had ever seen.
The University of New Mexico
came in for its share of praise,
with one building in particular being described as a good example
of what we need here at Rollins.
This was the Student Union, with
a dance hall, bookstore, soda fountain and barber shop, all student operated.
The Convention ended with the
election of the president for 1938,
For her excellent work as Chairman of the Conference, Mary Jean
McKay, of Florida State College
for Women received the presidency,
and as Dud says, "She deserved it".

"Louis Pasteur" is Feature
Picture
D'ESTOURNELLES TALKS
The first all colege assembly of
the semester was held this afternoon at 2:50, in the Annie Russell
Theatre. A moving picture program was given, the feature being
"Louis Pasteur", and t h e shorts
"Colorture Adventure" and "Pictorial Review." A talk on "Louis
Pasteur and his times" was given
by Mr. d'Estoumelles.
As set forth by President Holt
in his talk, this picture, and the
ones to follow are made possible
by the generosity of Mr. Warner
of Warner Bros. Studios.
Eleven other programs of this
type are planned by the committee
on Visual Education. The programs are to follow the general
plan of the one today, with suitable talks to be given by the members of the faculty m o s t concerned by the subject.
The program today commemorated the Birthday of Annie Russell, in whose honor the theatre is
named, and in honor of her the
Theatre Guild put on an exhibit
in the Green room, after the moving pictures.
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Picked
Soloists Chosen
PLAYERS CHOSEN
ADULT aASSES Students
SIGMA NU IS
To Pla^- In Coming
For Coming Bach
Student
Production
F0R'GUARDSM.4N'
Festival
Here
STMT HERE
INSTALLED HERE
(Continued from page 1 ,col. 7)
Newby, Regent of Sigma Nu Fraternity, of Oklahoma City. Regent
Newby advanced the analogy that
as termites infect and eventually
lead to the ruin of a building, so
do "termites" within a group lead
to its destruction. As termites in
•wood must be destroyed so must
the "termites" within a group of
General Secretary Speaks
Malcolm C. Sewell, of Indianapolis, General Secretary of the Fraternity, spoke briefly on the grave
dangers in falling behind in dues
and a general laxness in any financial responsibility a habit of this
kind begun in college is a difficult
one to break after one has entered
the business world. One of the
most important things in any group
in which finances is a part, is to
have an efficient treasurer who
will not allow any one to shirk
his monetary promises.

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

"The American Drama (as portrayed in recent fiction)" and "Culture and the Motion Pictures".
Continuing along the literary line
is the series conducted by Dr. Helen Wieard Cole, former professor
of Greek and Roman Civilization at
Rollins. The series is called "Great
Writers as Portrayers of Their
Age", and has as some of its guest
speakers Baron d'Estoumelles de
Constant on "Moliere and the Grand
Monarque" and "Victor Hugo and
the XIX Century", Dr. Richard
Feuerstein on "Schiller and t h
German Spirit", and Mrs. Lamb
on "Cervantes and Spain of his
day".
Particularly appealing to women is "Great Personalities in Art''
ices, Jim Mobley, of the class of conducted by Professor McKean
1936, and Phillip Eugene Board- and the Art staff at the Studio oi
man, one of the original founders Wednesdays at five, and "T h t
Study of Antiques" given by Mis:
of Rho Lambda Nu Fraternity.
Robie at the Art Studio on Thurs
Two Hundred at Banquet
days at four. There is a fee for
On Saturday evening, at seven- (both of these courses.
thirty, the entire group, number- ', Completing the program are a
ing approximately two hundred, series of popular talks for the layconvened in the College Commons man interested in understanding
for the formal banquet. With R. science in this modem world. This
W. Blacklock as Toastmaster, the is under the title of "Our Universe
first speaker to be introduced was
or Science for Everybody" and is
Dr. Holt, who officially welcomed
given under the direction of Mr.
Sigma Nu to the campus and gave
Davis in the Annie Russell Theahis view as to what should be the
purpose of a college fraternity. tre on Fridays at eleven.

Mr. Charles E. Thomas, of Indianapolis, editor of the Delta, the
official Sigma Nu publication,
asked for suggestions which might
lead to an improvement of t h e
Delta. He said since it was the
magazine of every member, every
member must feel it his duty to
search for constructive criticism.
Jasper Yoman, Commander of the
Georgia Chapter, suggested more
complete reports from each of the
The friendships formed in a fraChapters.
ternity, he said, were one of the
Aim For Scholarship
greatest and most lasting friendMr. Blacklock then spoke on the ships that would be formed in any
urgent necessity to strive for
s life, and were one of the
greater advancement in scholar- important phases of young manship, one of the principal points hood.
demanded by Sigma Nu of its variThe Response to the Welcome
ous chapters. He also praised and
congratulated Epsilon Tau chap- was delivered by Tommy P o p e ,
ter for having won the inter-fra- who thanked Dr. Holt and the Adternity cup for scholarship last ministration, principally Dean Anderson and Dean Enyart, for the
year.
Just as Rho Lambda Nu Fra- help and cooperation in making it
possible for Sigma Nu to come to
ternity attended the Second DiRollins.
vision Convention last year to preRegent Newby Is Speaker
sent their informal petition, so on
Next on the last of speakers was
Saturday did four men from Pi
Chi local, yet leading, Fraternity Regent Newby, whose address was
of the University of Miami, at entitled Our Fraternity. He dwelt
what Sigma Nu expected of
Miami, Florida, piresent their informal petition for a Charter in its chapters and of the responsibility a new chapter took upon itSigma Nu.
self.
Following the presentation of
The presentation of the Epsilon
the aforementioned petition, the
Convention adjourned. Luncheon Tau Chapter was by Malcolm C.
Sewell,
General Secretary, and folwas eaten in the College CornMost of the afternoon was taken lowed the address of Regent Newby. The Acceptance speech was deup by the formal initiation. In adlivered by Max Harrington, who
dition to the twenty-one matricucalled the occasion the end of one
lated students of the College, the
trail and the beginning of another.
following were also initiated: He recalled the many trials and
Thomas W. Pope, of the class of tribulations and of the final vic1937 and past vice-president . to tory. He pledged the ever unendPaul R. Parker, who flew down ing work of the new chapter in
from New York to attend the serv- striving to attain the ideals and
principles laid down by Sigma Nu.
Sigma Nus in Florida was the
of a speech by Francis B.
The Jade Lantern topic
Whitehair. He spoke, and called
by name, of the many men in
Florida in all the fields of endeavor who were Sigma Nus. ChiefG i f t s of d i s t i n c t i o n from
C h i n a , Mexico a n d E u r o p e ly did they appear to be in the
Come in and see our collection of jewelry, pajamas, scarfs,
slippers and what not at low
prices.

BAKER'S

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

the Orlando-Winter Park unit and
supervising the rehearsals of the
other units in cooperation w i t h
their local directors.
The number of choristers for
this year's festival has been increased from 110 for last year to
150.
The program for the coming festival is announced as follows:
March 3, 8:15 P. M.—Motet—"The
Spirit Also Helpieth Us"; Solo
Cantata NoN. 82—"It is Enough";
Cantata No. 80—"A Stronghold
Sure."
March 4, 5 P. M.—The Passion
according to St. Matthew—Part I.
March 4, 8:15 P. M.—The Passion according to St. Matthew—•
Part II.

6U1CK
There is a best in
every field
SALES SERVICE
USED CARS

The courses on Campus that the
adults may enroll in include art
courses with Mr. Rae, sculpture
with Miss Ortmayer, Astronomy,
Books, A m e r i c a n Literature,
French Literature, Spanish Literature, Religion, etc. Private lessons
in practical music may be arranged
at the conservatory either by lesson or by term.
Our town friends a n d winter
visitors welcome this opportunity
to keep abreast of the times. On
further inquiry we find that there
are more than twice as many men
as women enrolled. People prefer
courses and classes that do not require regular attendance and shy
away from individual instruction.
field of Law and in many important governmental positions.
The final speaker of the evening
was Walter J. Matherly, Dean of
the School of Business Administration at the U. of F. The topic was
Principles of Sigma Nu. As his
text, he chose the last paragraph
of the Creed of Sigma Nu. "To
believe in the life of Love, to walk
in the way of Honor, to serve in
the light of Truth. This is the
Life, the Way, and the Light of
Sigma Nuism. This is the creed
of our Fraternity."
An interesting guest, and Brother in Sigma Nu, was Colonel James
E. Wood. Colonel Wood has been
a Sigma Nu since 1885. He has
held every office in the Fraternity,
including the Regency, and has
founded forty chapters.
At the first meeting of the Epsilon Tau Chapter, held Sunday afternoon in the Chapter Room, the
following were elected as the new
officers: James L. Coatos, of Constantino, Michigan, a Sigma Nu
transfer from Michigan State, and
a Junior, was unanimously elected
to be the first Commander of the
new Chapter. Hilbert Hagnauer,
of Clayton, Missouri, a transfer
from Stanford University, a sophomore, was elected to the office
of Lieutenant Commander. William
Bruce McCreary, a Junior, w a s
unanimously elected as Recorder,
and Myron "Doc" Savage, a Junior,
was elected to serve as Treasurer.

Andy's Garage

Orange-Buick Co.
CLOSE-OUTS
H o l i d a y F>«f(-overs for
Quick C l e a r a n c e
2 Norfolk Ualher CoatH
made by Monarch, 38 &
40. Were $17.50. Now $9.9.",
1 I,«athrr Jacket, iiize 36.
Wan $12.9.1. Now
$9.9.'-)
2 Wool Bunh Hhirta, belted, medium nize. Were
$8.50. Now
$5.00
2 JerKey wool HUNH Shirtii,
1 medium, 1 Hmall. Were
$4.95. Now
$2.95
3 l-laid front wool SweatrrH, with zippem, :<K, 40,
and 42. Were $7..50 Now $5.00
14 prx. WiHil Slackn, dark
(Wtternn, nizeH 30 to 36.
Vsluea to $6.00. Now $3.95
S L e a t h e r - f r o n t .Sweater
Co a til. 38, 40 and 42
Were $8.50. Now
$5.95

R. C. BAKER, 1N(
at Uifl com«r, downicvn

;i.'JO \ . Orange Ave. Phone 6111

Church Street
Day Phone 76
Kite Phone 319WX

And ttike a peek a t t h e
new s k i r t s of flannels, all
t h e new p a s t e l s h a d e s
a n d s w e a t e r s of t h a t
lovely " C a s h a n ^ ' * to
match.
AIHO blouses t h a t
irresistable.

are
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Lonsdale; J u d g e Skimmerhorn,
Robin Rae; Lise, Hildegard Rees;
Caprtain Asher, Richard Rodda;
Peter, Joe Rembock; DeWitt, Davitt Felder; Dope, Mortimer Lichtenstein; Elkus, William Webb;
Buddj", Alfred McCrear>-; Patsy,
Joe Knowles; A. B. Skimmerhorn,
Sr., Donald Cram; Budge, Warren
Hume: Dutch Sailors, James Haig,
Jack Harris, Jack Sharp.

MARTIN SPEAKS
ONSINOJAPWAR
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
guns. Over and over again in
ing off or in landing a plane
ruined, from the lack of training
on the part of the pilot. N o w
Shanghai has been captured by the
Japanese. Nanking has been captured after putting up more of a
resistance than was anticipated,
The Generalissimo is in flight in
a capital hidden from the public,
and Japan has been seeking a settlement on the basis of the facts
as they are.
Japan's Viewpoint
Now these three strands in the
life of Japan, the modernization
of industrial and financial life, the
retention of the mystical, devotional religious fervor towards the
emperor and the government, and
the independence of army and navy
from control by the civil power
have all contributed to making a
long time tidal movement in the
nation which is expressing itself
today in the attempt to subjugate
all China. Japan, as one of its
leading officers said a week ago,
nsiders this a religious war.
At the same time the industrialn brought them to the necessity
for getting a source of food and
materials and a huge market
for their industrial manufactures.
They were in the same dilemma
the nations of the western world
who have found that industrialzation means exports, and exports
means markets, and the life of the
country under the system of the
Nineteenth Century, which system
Japan set out to imitate, depends
not upon its home organization exclusively or even principally in the
case, say, of Great Britain, but
upon maintaining outside, across
the oceans, markets for its goods
md sources for its agricultural
upplies and raw materials. Now
apan saw China just across the
larrow seas, a vast, unorganized,
inefficient, backward people and
determined that that people was
the legitimate and natural subject
for its colonization. For a period
from 1922 onwards Japan tried
the policy of friendly cooperation.
It tried to persuade China to come
under their tutelage as friends and
brothers. "Why," China said, "We
t come under your tutelage.
are a lot better than you. We
the sons of heaven, and we
have given you civilization. If
there should be any over-lordship
then China must be overlord of
-pan."
The Panay Incident
It will affect the United States.
It is affecting the United States
today. When the Panay, the United States gun-boat, was sunk in
the Yangtse, a tense situation was
created which I think, had the temper of the American people been
same as it was when the Maine
was sunk in Havana harbor, would
have inevitably meant war. Now
that incident was due in all probability to the deliberate purpose
of younger officers headed by Colonel Hashimoto. We are faced
I a most dangerous situation,
because this group of younger offiis not under discipline and
under the command a n d control
I of the higher army authorities. One Japanese military man
last week, "The Japanese
y is the m o s t undisciplined
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state are in favor of the boycott:
many of them spreading the docter Park in the role of Mama, trine to the entire student body. P r o f e s s o r s H a r r i s a n d Mendell
Helen Westley's part in the New Rollins College should be no exAre Selectors
York Theater Guild production, ception.
and one of the most difficult charThe organization of a boycott is
A G R E E ON EIGHTEEN
acterizations in the play.
not a simple matter. It is not
Frances Kilroe has been cast as easy to persuade people to substithe Usher. One of the original tute goods to which they are acWhat are the fifty "must"*
members of the Annie Russell customed to using, especially silk. books that should be included in
Company, Mrs. Kilroe has appear- Yet silk is Japan's largest self- every private library?
ed in most of its major produc- created industry. The United States
.Although there have been all
tions.
uses approximately eighty five per- kinds of lists of the "one hundred
Rebecca Coleman Holt, a new- cent of Japanese silk and ninety best books", it is unlikely if any
comer to the Company last year, five percc
0 of .
silk sup- two lists are exactly alike. And
will make her second appearance
when you ask two people, teachply is Japanese-i nade.
on the stage in the role of Liesl
ers of English for instance, to see
not
hard
to re- lect separate lists of as few as
in "The Guardsman".
Silk dresses ar
After a long absence, H e n r y place; few wome n are reluctant to "fifty best books", the difference
Jacobs of DeLand returns to the substitute rayon or woolen dresses of opinion is more pronounced.
Annie Russell Theatre to play the for silk dresses. But silk stockHennan F. Harris, chairman of
part of the Critic, one of the play's ings present the real problem. Ad- the English faculty, and Charles
prominent parts. Mr. Jacobs ap- mittedly, silk stockings are better S.J Mendell, young instructor in
peared with Miss Annie Russell in looking than rayon or lisle hosiery, English, both of Rollins College,
her memorable production of "The and many women do not relish were asked to select lists of "fifty
Thirteenth Chair" several years the idea of substituting them. But must books" for a private library
if th^y realized the great number but agreed on only eighteen titles.
ago.
The entire cast is in rehearsal of girls and women who have alBoth Professor Harris and Mr.
changed to lisle and rayon, Mendell selected Homer's Iliad, Virunder Dorothy Lockhart, director
of the Company, and the produc- they would not hesitate as they do gil's Aeneid, Baccaccio's "The Detion promises to be one of the out- now.
cameron'*, Chaucer's "Canterbury
standing events of the 1938 draMany girls have shifted to lisle Tales", Cervantes' "Don Quixote",
matic series at Rollins.
Dante's "The Divine Comedy", Rahosiery
because
they
are
readily
Miss Lockhart h a s announced
belais' "Gargantua and Pantagruthat arrangements have been made distinguishable from silk and do el", Shakespeare's plays, Cellini's
not
give
the
impression
of
being
with Eve's, New York costumers,
cheap counterfeits of the latter. Autobiography, Boswell's "Life of
for Alfred Lunt's Guardsman
Johnson", DeFoe's "Robinson Crutume worn in the Broadway pro- Others have chosen rayon, and at
Dickens' "David Copperfield",
present
there is a growing demand
duction to be sent for Mr. Holt'
Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter", Toluse in the coming presentation o for full-fashioned rayon hosiery.
toy's "Anna Karenina", Goethe's
the play. A recording of the entire
As far as men are concerned, Faust", Gibson's "Decline and
first act of Madame Butterfly by they are shifting from silk neckties Fall of the Roman Empire", Darthe Lascala Grand Opera Company and socks and scai-fs to woolen
"Origin of the Species",
under the direction of Toscanini
or rayon products. They have been Hardy's "Return of the Native",
has also been secured by M i s
warned further to watch the labels and Green's "Short History of the
Lockhart for the second act of th.
on such goods as gloves, tennis English People".
play.
There was further similarity beThe box office at the theatre shoes, sun glasses and silk sport- tween their two lists in that both
Toys, especially those found ir
will open three days before the
the five and ten cent stores, art selected old Greek plays. Profesdate of the performanc
sor Harris naming the plays by
usually Japanese-made. Japanese
Miss Lockhart has
Sophocles and Aristophanes, while
e appointment of Catherine novelties, bamboo products and Mr. Mendell specified "any o n e
Helen Bailey as stage manager foi many others, too numerous to
volume of Greek drama by Aeschythe production, assisted by Peggy tion, here appear on our markets. lus, Sophocles, Eurides, or AristoBashford.
YOU can be sure you are not get- phanes".
ting Japanese goods if you look
Both named Sir Walter Scott on
for
the label. Be sure it does not their lists but failed to agree as
army among the armies of t h
say "Made in Japan". Or, if there to the title of the selection. Prof.
great powers".
President Roosevelt adopted i is no label on the article ask to Harris preferring "Kenilworth",
grim and determined attitude when see the box it came in. By law it and Mr. Mendell "Red Gauntlet".
news came of that heinous must be marked with the name of Similarly both nominated books by
event. He did not hesitate to de- the country from which it was im- Thackery, but differed as to the
and a full apology, reparat
titles, "Henry Esmond" being
ported, if any.
and sincere promises that the event
named by Prof. Harris, while
Id not be repeated. Some AmerThe movement in order to be "Pendennis" and "Vanity Fair"
citizens say that the anssuccessful must have your co-op(- were chosen by Mr. Mendell.
should have been on our part
eration. You, as a student, memWhile both agreed that Dickens'
r to all ships and citizens to ber of the faculty, or friend of "David Copperfield" should be on
evacuate China; that only by flee- Rollins College must realize how the "must" list, Mr. Mendell also
ing from the war area can we futile war is, and how destructive added Dickens' "Tale of Two Citprevent the duplication of incidents of everything humane and decent.
which may involve us in war. The
Many of the titles on both lists
It is not to be feared that such are included in the one hundred
administration is clearly not willing to adopt that policy of scuttle a boycott as this will lead to a best books selected by St. John's
run. And I think the mascu- declaration of war. An unofficial College in Annapolis as the basis
line elements in the community boycott is not open to subject to of the new curriculum adopted this
will prevent the adoption of that the same objections as those leveled year.
against sanctions or embargos.
policy.
The American government has not
America's Stand
pie will not starve as a result of
The people of the United States had a hand in this movement, althe boycott. As far as food is concannot do any other in the na- though it has not called upon the
cerned; it is only war materials
ture of things than to trust its boycotters to cease, and remains
that they must purchase with the
State Department and its President neutral.
cash supplied to them by our pursuch an emergency, because the
Furthermore, the Japanese peo- chases.
people of the country cannot be
Think this over and if you still
informed of all the details; they
isfied that we will be alert, on the
n't make up your mind, consider
place their trust and faith in watch, and that in the end this this. If you don't stop Japan tothe confidence that the president
^at nation again, as in the past, day, those bloody guts lying in the
and the S t a t e Department are
bound to win through.
gutter may someday be yours.
Americans like the rest of us. They
as devoted to the ideals of
peace as any member of any peace
organization. That is a sentiment
which informs the whole spirit of
American policy. And so we can
J a n u a r y 12, 1938
face the dangers of the future satRollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
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D e a r Rollins College S h o p p e r s ;

Stationery

Loose L e a f
Shaeflcr
pens
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Eversharp

A new year, a new term, and new fashions. With
t h e S o u t h l a n d t r e k well u n d e r w a y . S o u t h l a n d f a s h ions a r e now t h e f a d .

Artist Materials
Typewriters
P h i l a t e l i c Supplies
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AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.

Frances Slater
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SPECIAL RATES FOR S T U D E N T S
H-irhelor Service for Men
I/iy Cleaning a S p e c i a l t y
Rick G i l l o p i e a n d Ollie D a u g h e r t y , C a m p u s A g e n t s

D I C K S O N - I V K S is b o o m i n g t h e S o u t h l a n d season w i t h i t s " F r e e A c t i o n S l e e v e " d r e s s e s w h i c h a r e
j u s t the t h i n g t o give inspiration to y o u r new courses
or y o u r a t h l e t i c e n d e a v o r s . D o n ' t be a f r a i d of b u r s t i n g a s e a m w h e n you t r y t o g e t t h e p r o f e s s o r ' s a t t e n tion t o a n s w e r t h a t a l l - i m p o r t a n t q u e s t i o n . D o n ' t w o r r y
a b o u t y o u r s k i r t h i k i n g u p w h e n you s w i n g into a
r o u n d of golf. B e c a u s e " F r e e A c t i o n S l e e v e " d r e s s e s
are designed to undergo t h e wildest antics without
disturbing a single t h r e a d .
D I C K S O N - I V E S h a s t h e m in w o n d e r f u l new soft
t o n e s such a s s u n yellow, d u s t y pink, p a l m , o r a q u a .
These dresses are exclusive with DICKSON-IVES
a n d a r e to be found on t h e second floor in t h e B e t t e r
Dress Shop.
A Rollins College S h o p p e r
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FELLOWSHIPS ARE
OPEN TO SENIORS
Scholarships Are Given
Foreign S t u d y

For

CHOICE OF 7 C O U N T R I E S
A number of fellowships and assistantships are administered under the international student exchanges of the Institute of International Education for American
students to pursue graduate study
abroad. In addition, the Institute
administers special fellowships as
given below. The following descriptions are based on past experience
in the expectancy that the opportunities available will be substantially as listed for the next academic year.
General Requirement for Eligibility
In order to qualify, a candidate
(1) Be a citizen, native-born or
naturalized, of the United States
or one of its possessions;
(28 At the time of making application be a graduate of an American college, university or professeional school of recognized standing, or a senior who will have met
this requirement before entering
upon the term of the fellowship;
(3) Be of good moral character and intellectual ability, a n d
have suitable personal qualities;
(4) Be in good health;
(5) Posses ability to do independent study; and
(6) Have a practical reading,
writing and speaking knowledge of
the language of the country in
which he wishes to study.
Exchange Fellowships or
Assistantships
Although a majority of awards
cover board, room and tuition for
the academic year, there are a
limited number of tuition fellowships. Inasmuch as tuition fees
at foreign universities are relatively low, fellowships covering tuition
only a r e considered honorary
awards. Not all these fellowships
and assistantships are open to general competition. A number of the
fellowships providing board, room
and tuition, are set aside for candidates from colleges or universities offering similar opportunities
to foreign students in exchange.
Tuition fellowships are open to general competition. It is advisable
for a candidate to ascertain whether the institution from which he
has graduated, or at which he has
done graduate work, has entered
into an agreement with the Institute of International Education for
such a direct exchange of students.

ORGAN VESPERS
Thursday, January 13, 1938
5:00 P. M.
1. Fantasy on the Welsh
tune Ton-y-Botel....Noble
2. Toccata & Fugue ..Bach
3. March Heroique ..Franck
4. Divertissement ....Vierne
5. Cello solo by Frederick
Blachly
6. Dreams
Wagner
In memoriam of M r s .
Charles A. Campbell
7. Toccata from Fifty Symphony
Widor

Astronomical Open
House To Be Friday
The second of this year's Astronomical Open Houses will be
held Friday, January 14, from 7:30
p. m. to 9:30 at the telescope house.
Interested students, faculty and
staff are invited to come and bring
their friends for an evening with
the moon and stars.
The principal objects to be
shown are the moon, Saturn and
its rings and some double stars.
The Rollins telescope is a Zeiss
binocular instrument with four inch
lenses and was given to Rollins two
years ago by Mr. West of Portland, Maine. The telescope is located just south of Holt Avenue
on Lake Virginia. The college has
installed lights along Holt Avenue
and the path to the telescope.
Summer Scholarships at the Institute of Art and Archaeology of
the University of Paris. These
scholarships of $400 each are made
possible by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York
City. They are available for graduate students in the history of
art. Applications close April 1st.
The Germanistic Society of
America, Inc., offers a fellowship
with a cash stipend of $750 for a
graduate of an American college or
university who contemplate studying some phase of German civilization at a German university and
who has already pursued advanced
studies in his special field. The
fellowship is open to both men
and women. The successful candidate receives free tuition for two
consecutive semesters through the
American German Student Exchange. Applications close February 1st.

The Cesare Alfieri Institute of
the University of Florence offers
several stipends of 3000 lire each
for post-graduate study at t h e
Scuola di Perfezionamento in Studi
Politici Internazionli, for the period January to June; candidates
must have completed one or two
years of post-graduate studies and
those preparing for the foreign
These fellowships and assistant- service are preferred. Applicaships are open to both men and tions usually close the preceding
women. Preference is given to un- fall.
married candidates under thirty
The Chilean Travel and Study
years of age; only in exceptional Fellowships.—The Chilean Governcases can married candidates be ment offers fellowships to all the
considered. Awards are made for American republics, including two
one academic year, subject to re- to students of the United States
newal in exceptional cases.
for study at the Summer School
Appointees must have sufficient session of the University of Chile.
money of their own to cover trav- This Summer School is held in Janeling, vacation, an incidental ex- uary as the seasons are reversed.
penses ($500-f600), and, in case The Carnegie Endowment for Inof tuition awards, correspondingly ternational Peace has supplementmore to provide for living expenses. ed the fellowships by a grand to
Special Fellowships
each student of $500 to cover the
American Field Service Fellow- cost of the trip to Chile and reships. — For advanced research turn. Preference is given to candiwork in France, the American dates who have had at least a
Field Service o f f e r s a limited, year of graduate work before ennumber of fellowships tenable for tering upon the fellowship. Apone year. These fellowships, open plications close October 15th.
to men only, and carrying a stip- .
end of $1400 each, are not open to '
direct application.
j
The Fondation Scientifique de
Lyon du Sud-Est offers a fellow- 1
— Rollins Alumnus —
ship of 10,000 francs for n i n e '
months at the University of Lyons
Real Estate Broker
to a graduate student of chemis100 Park Ave.
try. Applications close March 1st.

RAY GREENE

The happy song filled picture that dances Alice to stardon

. GEORGE MURPHY • KEN
MURRAYin-iffl-CHARLES
^ p n r a G E R • ANDY DEVINE:
starts Sat.
"ROSALIE"

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Baby Grand Theatre
CONTINUOUS PROM 2 P. M.
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Four Arts Society Holds
Art Exhibit In Palm Beach
On Sunday, January second, we Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and
had the honor to be present at the noted /au^tihority on textiles and

CAMPUS
Personalities
Inability to find B u d

Draper

I A S F U i ENDED
BEFORE VAGATIOK

hour wait on the steps Budd Rowland Thanks WorkQuestions Listeners at Chapel tea which opened the Modern Art tapestries; and Mrs. Lorenzo E.
Loan Exhibition at the new gallery Woodhouse who has been the lead- of Rollins Hall but finally in he
ers For Drive
Sunday Service

of the Society of the Four Arts
in Palm Beach. The tea was doubly important in that it opened not
only the exhibition, but also the
new gallery which has just been
"Who Are You?" was the sub- j completed. Many important and
ject of Dr. William Chanter's ser- ! influential members and friends of
mon at the Sunday morning serv- the Society were present on the ocice in Knowles Memorial Chapel. casion. As we mingled in t h e
Dr. Chanter is Dean of Wesleyan crowd, talking to our friends, we
University, Middletown, Connecti- saw such notables as Mrs. Maud
Howe Elliott, authoress, honorary
The sermon was based upon a president of the Society, and
passage from the twenty-second daughter of Julia Ward Howe; Mr.
chapter of the Book of John, "Then Alfred G. Kay, the president; Mrs.
who are you, they said. Tell us Frederick Johnson, formerly Mary
Mackinnon, the noted artist, third
those who sent us. What have vice-president; Mr. C. Percival
you to say for yourself?"
Dietsch, sculpture and fourth viceDr. Chanter said that we can president; Mr. Frank G. Macomall stand being attacked, perse- ber, consulting director, for twentycuted, praised, but we cannot stand five years curator of art at the
being ignored. We want to be
taken seriously. But if we make
a claim to any authority we must ^aciouslyl as possible. Is that
face the question, "Who are you?" what we mean?
John the Baptist answered his
And this question cannot be answered unless we bare the secrets questioners: "I am the voice of
of our hearts. We must reveal our one crying in the wilderness." And
personalities. Yet we must not be this world today is a wilderness.
so personal, so private in our an- Yet we must all be prepared, said
swer that it cannot be shared by Dr. Chanter, even in these chaotic
the world. The answer must be days, to make a firm answer to the
general. Yet we are prone to fall question, "Who are you and what
back too much on generalities. "I have you to say for yourself?"
am an American". But there are
George C a l l lead the call to
other—greater Americans. What worship; the responsive reading
do we mean by saying this? Or, was led by Nan Poeller, and Ever"I am a Christian." "I am a stu- ett Farnsworth and Margery Chindent." There are plenty of them. dahl read the lessons.
What an obligation it places on the
The Anthem given by the choir,
student to be a student! Young under the direction of Mr. Hopeople who come to college to naas, was "The Cherubic Hymn",
stand around for four years learn- taken from the Russian Liturgy, by
ing how to do nothing at all as Gretchaninoff.

DEAN OF WESLEYAN

ing spirit since the inception of
the Society of the Four Arts. She
has given "Guild Hall", a similar
instituton to East Hampton, Long
Island.
The exhibition itself was a retrospective survey of modem art. The
representation was fairly inclusive
for a loan exhibition. It excepted
only a few important figiures like
Manet and Seurat. The artists and
their work are examples of personalities and basic theories which
have influenced and will affect
coming generations of artists. All
of the artists represented have had
their work accepted by the great
museums of the world.
The exhibition was the first to
give people the opportunity to see
the origin and development of work
by artists who have caused conjecture a n d excited comment
wherever their compositions have
been shown. It was a privilege to
see the pictures and to note the
influence they h a v e brought to
bear on many phases of life today.

Bishop Juhan Is
Chapel SpeaJier
Rt. Rev. Frank A. Juhan, Bishop
of the Diocese of Florida, f r o m
Jacksonville, Fla., will be the guest
speaker at the morning service in
Knowles Memorial Chape] n e x t
Sunday, January 16, at 9:45, it is
announced.
Bishop Juhan was rector of
churches in Texas, S. Carolina, and
chaplain of the Sewanee Military
Academy, before being consecrated
Bishop of Florida in 1925.

burst in all his smile-wreathed
glory, as he saw me he muttered
something and attempted to escape
but it was futile.

675 DOLLARS RECEIVED

"The plane left the Orlando airport on schedule and everything
appeared to be fine but soon after we left we rain into such a fog
that we were forced to return as
far as the Titusville airport where
we landed. From Titusville we
took the bus to Jacksonville to
make plane connections there but
alas, trouble was not yet over.
But a short way out of Jacksonville the differential of the bus
broke down and they had to call
out an emergency bus to take us
the rest of the way. Although
no injuries were sustained by the
passengers, time suffered a horrible murder and we missed the
plane connections for Washington
and were forced to wait for the
next.

The Annual Eollins Christmas
Fund Drive sponsored each year
by the Knowles Memorial Chapel
closed on the Wednesday before
vacation. At that time six hundred and seventy-five dollars had
been collected, and with a few
late contriibutions it is expected
that this year we shall reach the
seven hundred mark.
Budd Howland, general chairman of the Drive, wishes to take
this opportunity to publicly thank
those people who worked with him
during the Drive and help to carry
it out so successfully.
First: Dean Campbell whose
guidance and unending enthusiasm
served as a constant stimulus
throughout the three weeks' time.
Second;
The executive committee made up of Dr. Smith, Dr.
Newman, Miss Treat, Jack Rich,
Bob Van Beynum, Emily Showalter, and Helen Brown who gave
uncomplainingly of their time in
the organization of the Drive.
Third: The group of forty-odd
students who made up the list of
canvassers who worked faithfully
and diligently in making the collections and were directly responsible for the success of the Drive.

"From here on our trip was fairly uneventful until we were forced
down by sleet at Akron and forced
to rely again upon the bus lines.
Even these were affected by the
sleet storm and so, after a two and

a half hour bus ride we finally arrived in Cleveland, having taken
three hours longer than the train
trip would have been. Thus ended
my great idea of saving time."

Bud is a senior and one of those
unique individuals who had passed
his entire collegiate life at Rollins.
After much attempted evasion he
finally said:
"Last year I was forced to
make a rather quick trip up north
for my initiation into the Masons
and so, for the sake of saving as
much time as possible, I decided
to go by plane.

FOUR

THE

assured that her report was most favorable.
The thing that I questioned was her impresStudents sion of "the high intelligence of the Rollins
student". She was convinced that 'our intelligence was on a very high plane". AlESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H THE FOLLOWING though her remarks asked for no answers, I
give one in question form: Is "our intelliEDITORIAL
gence" about t h a t of the average college
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and 'pointed, wellgroup ?
r^.unded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
When Prince zu Loewenstein was lecturing
us gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vicat Rollins College, I heard him say that he
torious in single combat and therefore without c
considered the students to be very intelli•peer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cirgent. But he did not come in direct contact
culation : all these anil be found upon investigation
with the majority of students. Those, of
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
whom he met and became acquainted with,
SANDSPUR.
are the same group of students who follow
up that type of educational opportunities
given to them in our program. They are the
1937
Member
1938
same people that one sees at most any lecPlssoclded GDlIe6ide Press
ture. They are at college to study. I think
Distributor of
they are in the minority. Yet, outsiders meet
them as Rollins students. Probably the handG3lie6iate Digest
ful of students that Miss McBride has known
Member: Winter ParV Chamber of Commerce in Winter Park are the more eager and inFlorida Intercollegiate Press Association.
telligent ones. But again I say, I think they
are in the minority.

Sallina ^anbapur
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Congratulations
Another National Fraternity has been added to the Rollins Campus.
There has long been a question in t h e
minds of many as to whether a national Fraternity adds the prestige to a college which
it is supposed to do. Space does not permit
a lengthy argument, but needless to say that
much of this prestige would depend upon the
organization as a whole, and also upon the
local group.
Sigma Nu is a good national Fraternity.
And a Fraternity with a reputation of Sigma
Nu can not help but be an asset. However
it is true that the name which it makes for
itself on the Campus will largely be dependent upon the group which represents it.
Rho Lambda Nu began active work in
preparing for the culmination of Saturday
in 1935. Since that time it has not ceased in
an attempt to move ever forward toward the
goal which is now theirs. But they must not
rest on their laurels. Their work has only
begun. They attained one goal, but the goal
that now looms ahead of this is the attainment of the maxims and principles which
Sigma Nu has lain down since 1869.
We of the Sandspur wish to take this opportunity to welcome this Fraternity to the
Campus. It is our earnest and sincere hope
that they will go far along the road called
Success.

Just What Is Our Intelligence?
Dear Student.s,
I am writing this editorial in letter form,
because it is directed to you. I have a ques
tion 1 want to ask. I hope that in following
editions of the Sandspur I will find some
answers. I am probably not the only curious
student who questions "our intelligence"
Outsiders, as well as the faculty, see us in a
different light, than do we see ourselves
Just how do the students at Rollins College
estimate each other's intelligence?
When I was eating breakfast one morning
during the vacation, I heard Mary Margaret
McBride, home economist, devote her fifteen
minute program to Rollins College. It seems
that her mother is a winter resident in this
section of Florida, and Miss McBride was
broadcasting one of her daily network programs from Orlando.
Mary Margaret McBride talked about
many phases of Rollins: her impression of
the campus, students, faculty and staff. Be

No wonder both Miss McBride and Prince
zu Loewenstein are impressed with "the very
high plane of intelligence" of our student
body. And yet, is it not an untruth? I think
so. They know only a minority of the Rollins students—the intelligentsia, so to speak.
Do not be mistaken that I think the majority of Rollins students are morons. That
is not so. I do think though, that "our intelligence" is only average. I think that we ride
upon the reputation of a very few students.
We do not do it consciously, but circumstance
leaves it that way.
I do not think that many students care
whether or not "our intelligence is on a very
high plane" . I think they should care however. I would be proud to say I was a member of the student body of Rollins College,
whose intelligence is superior to most other
schools.
Just what do the students think? I wonder if they would bother to think ?

Student Apathies
During our Christmas holidays papers
blazoned the antics of Vassar students —
burning of silken goods to make evident their
displeasure at Japanese tactics. We, of Rollins, are proud to maintain our sentimentalist equilibrium on such matters. W i l l f u l
waste of products for which we, as individuals, have already paid in no way affects the
country in question. To be sure many of
us believe in an embargo of that nation but
our rationality and sensibility forbids our
taking such childish, expensive a n d futile
measures.
Truly the matter received much publicity
but actions of such dubious integrity cause
a subterfuge of original motive, the reaction
is not o n l y unimpressive, but also a misunderstanding of purpose and ultimate defeat of desires by the consequent "What will
these college students do next" interpretation of the world at large. Surely one cannot expect more though provocation f r o m
such impishly unsubtle pranks.
Such is often the fate of many good movements which originate within the four walls
of our educational institutions, in back of
all is some good underlying cause but in the
transition from thought to deed the move
undergoes a diversity from the realm of rationality and so badly does it suffer in this
translation that it is ultimately doomed to
sudden failure which is so complete t h a t
further outcroppings would be nothing more
than objects for scoffery. If, on the other
hand, students demand some sort of demonstration of their sentiments it would be far
better and far more sensible to attack the
problem by refusing to buy Japanese goods
and thus force the merchants to carry goods
of other nations exclusively.

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
The vacancy left in the Supreme court by
the resignation of Associate Justice George
Sutherland is one which will cause a great
deal of controversial comment before being
filled. As yet there has been no definite announcement of President Roosevelt's choice
for the office but Hatton W. Sumners was
suggested by the House Judiciary Committee and speculations have b e e n made concerning the appointment of U. S. C i r c u i t
Judge Florence E. Allen of Ohio. From the
I)re.ss pictures of Sumners and the prominent
display of worn out shoes, it seems that he
needs a job of some sort.

The chorus of "No" which greeted the proposal made by Representative Jed Johnson
of Oklahoma to increase the C. C. C. appropriation by forty-five million dollars beyond budget estimates left httle room for
doubt as to the attitude of the House on the
matter. In response o this Itepresentative
Clifton Woodrum of Virginia said, "Unless
some Congress, some time gels the idea that
you can't go on spending more than you receive pretty soon there won't be any more
business and industry."

NOTICE
Rollins College announces
a course of ten lectures by
John Martin. LL. D.. on International Relations a t the
High S c h o o l Auditorium,
Winter Park. Thursdays at
eleven a. m., 1938.
January 13
The Brussels Conference
and America's Policy.

The Spanish War and the
Fiasco of "Non-Intervention."
January 27
The Reality of United
States Relations with South
and Central America.
February 3
Conflicting Peace Policies.
February 10
The Cardenas Revolution
in Mexico.
February 17
Fascism, Nazi Socialism
and Communism.
Febi
y 24
Can Democrac
al Institution;
March 3
The Palestine Question and
Zionism.
March 10
The European Scene.

larly in the forum and columns of
the college newspaper.
3. The rights of the students
to express contrary opinions concerning conclusions to be drawn
Your Student Council brings you from such evidence as is presented
By PENGUIN PEGGY
this column to inform you of the in class, without suffering a n y
developments of a N E W STU- penalties therefrom so long as such
ere we are back again holding we were entertained while we sat DENT GOVERNMENT at Rollins. expression is within reason.
open season for the campus <
with him and played *'p c k up We hope, by presenting weekly the
4. The rights of students to
, -who hide under cover of the sticks
developments behind closed Council suggest and recommend in regard
title of "Student Opinion" etc., and Th n suddenly we came out of doors, to secure your interest and to the determination and revision
•will g-ladly welcome any
the oma, got to ur feet. ind criticism.
of the curriculum.
tributions from them or any other toddled home. Now ve don 't know
5. The rights of students to
At the first weekly meeting of
liar sissies. We realy enjoy their how many colleges we're entered
representation at faculty and adthe Student Council, held Monday
ors, particularly those of the
ministrative meetings at which innight,
delegates
Davitt
Felder
and
"Dirty Three," whoever they be
Now, with this bit of discovery
terests of students in general are
Come one and all and throw mud we want most of our readers and Halsey Whitelaw presented reports
under consideration.
pies on the front of our penguin whatever to hold tight to their on the National Student Federation
6. The rights of students to pardinner coat, and sometime, i
of
America's
Conference,
in
Albubloomer buttons, on accounta this
bravy will step out of our throng may be as much of a shock to querque, during the vacation. Of ticipate in the settlement of disciplinary cases that arise in college
admirers, we will let him show youse as it was to us'ns.
immediate interest were the two
life.
how he'd write the column and
It seems that a goodly number reports on Student's Rights. This
This second report represents a
still keep a good name for himsubject, to be debated next Monday
self. Any volunteers? You will of the THETA KAPPA NU fra- night in the Council, is the founda- minority opinion voiced by schools
under state control. This atprobably find us in some spot of ternity spent Saturday afternoon tion for re-thinking our Student
at the PHI DELTA THETA fratitude represents the opinion that
sunshine at any time of day
ternity house, or something equally Government.
students have these inherent rights
nite when you're ready.
The commission on student's privas cozy, and they are the best of
without their being granted as priv
When we arrived onto firm friends. That trip to Cuba seem^ ileges as adopted by the 1937 Con:ges by the College.
to have brought back with it end- gress—
ground of Winter Park at v
As citizens in a democracy as
The members of the Commis
tions end we smelt a change, and, less Xmas cheer and good fellowwell as students in educationarinon
Student's
rights
feel
that
s
ship
(
?
)
.
once, we weren't looking for
^itutions established under this
It hit us a bad nasty to be
Well, now that we're back here confusion has arisen in the past as system, we endorse the following
taken so much by surprise—
and preparing to sink back into a result of the use of the term principles as fundamental:
!e as far as we can figure
the same old rut, will somebody do "student government". They wish
1. The maintenance on the
something quick? We will make it clearly understood that the Fed campus of freedom of expression
change wasn't bad. I t wa
the kind of thing you could put some suggestions, or urge the per- eration does not support any stu on any topic, in accordance with
your finger on—but it was ther sons onward whom we think could dent organization of any k i n ( the principles of free speech and
pip things up a bit. After all. At which is unreasonably opposed to the freedom of the press.
We had the sensation of being in
strange place and even after a this point we are sure that the existing administrative policies ir
2. Student representation and
ost everyone had returned in drib- senior-i'obed figures of Bambooger, their respective institutions. Rath presentation of student opinion in
blets we kept missing people, only Pawker, Barringpuss, Lee, and er, we would work toward a closer any formulation, determination, or
didn't know who. Sad state others, arp doing the triple-fplip cooperaton between faculty a n d revision of the curriculum.
turnover in their vellum graves as student administration in furtherof affairs.
3. Student representation at
So we took a walk (new para they gaze down upon this sorrry ing an intelligent student opinion faculty meetings at which matters
on questions of local, national, and
graph where it doesn't belong, but sight.
pertaining to the interests in genthen the eitor dear (apple! apple)
So—we suggest that Costello and interatioal affairs at a time, when eral are to be discussed.
likes short ones ( ? ) , down town Roper get to work—^we don't care as students they may enjoy the
4. The presentation by students
eassure ourselves, and we sup- where, or what they hang, but counsel, direction, and cooperation in the classroom of a point of
pose that the sudden change from Tommy is letting that knot tying of college administrators. How- view different from that of the
the cold of the north to the melt- ability of his go to pot, and Ann ever, in certain instances students teacher without suffering any pening swelter of the south, or maybe has plenty of "cuties" she could should be able to confer directly alty for this disagreement.
just the strong sun on our hat- display. We won't suggest a place, with the administration in cases in
5. The presentation by students
rack, made us just a touch woogy. you find your own flagpole.
which they feel the matter is not in the classroom of such evidence
At any rate we went down the
We think Mr. Goldsmith ought being handled satisfactorily.
of their opinion as they believe
treat, being careful not to step to come to our aid also. After all,
We feel that in any institution necessary for others to have in
in the lines, and being careful nf Warren, the campus needs men of it is necessary for students to have
their search for truth.
o raise our eyes above the ankl action. Set to, man!
certain privileges if the institu6. The association of students
ine unless we recognized the shoe;
We want to say right here how tion is to be a progressive one in as individuals with minority or
And so it happened that we cam much we are going to miss Moses the light of true democracy. Thereupon a pair of feet half way b( (alias Mothball) Miller—and we fore, we make the following rec- other groups on or off the camtween Alice's Ideal Beauty Saloon don't mean maybe! For a small nommedations: that the adminis- pus.
7. The right of students to be
and Baker's Inimitable Men's Fash. person he is leaving an awfully tration give the students the foltried by a jury of fellow-students
Center, which took us greatly big hole behind him.
lowing rights:
in a case of disciplinary charges by
by surprise, and we raised an un- At the same time we are very
1. The rights to have demo- the faculty or administration.
usually rapid glance to find an in- glad to see Dogpatch Bradley and cratic student government.
8. The right of students to orto"restingly familiar visage, male, Lochinvar Reed back, and w i s h
ganize and petition,
middle-aged, rather bald, before u-^. them many happies.
2. The fights of students to
9. Freedom of students who are
But the name didn't come. We
aintain
oi
the
campus
freedom
of
We are certainly thankful for
would have done better to remain this new schedulee, by gum. It expression on any topic, particu- of legal age to live as citizens under the regulations imposed by the
at foot l e v e l . Nevertheless we gives a minute or two to think,
civil authorities.
stopped and chatted, and during and for a change WE have heard
yeah! But we hope she isn't alThe privilege to h a v e a
the conversation we discovered favorable comments on the sublowed to get loose with that stetho- democratic student government.
that he was the president of s
ject. It's a novelty, and a darned scope again. Anything but that.
We solicit your personal ideas.
college or other, something that be- nice one. But never fear; we can
In this spot lies a little message Give them to your representative.
gan with "Ro—", b u t we didn't still find loop-holes in the system
to the bad nasties what have fun
tch the rest. It sounded like
on which to dote or choke in our switching sentences and lines of
Additional business before the
marvelous place — no exams, ;
tenser moments.
print. We've intended to put it in Council were reports of investigahomework, no lectures, and lots of
We are also pleased to note that 'or a long time but have let it
tions into the details of the funcr wonderful things. For the the front room in our old alma ilide—But this is a rather "presstion of the committees and delent we couldn't remember the mater, the infirmary, has had its ng" matter. Here is the message
partments to which the Student
e of the place where we went
lifted. Its too jawbone for ve have orangod.
Association allots funds. Namely,
to college, but we told him all
Is, and is Cookie Cook (alias
Dear Messer-upper,
I's Athletics, Women's Athletabout how different it was and he
ence) pleased too! She has
Fun is fun, but how would you
the Publications Union and Devery sympathetic, and sugle coats to match each piece ike if we came out there and put
bating.
gested that we transfer to his col- of furniture in the room, and even all of your machinery upside down,
Richard Wesson, who had been
lege immediately before we had a
linoleum. Swank, we culls it.
pulled each dikky into halves
nervous breakdown.
And we hear that Kuasoll has been and then shuffled? We esk you asked to appear before the Counpresented a plea for $00 to
> we joined the president and paying them visits down t h e r e
iw, would you like?
help the Rollins Rifle Team get
rned to the udministrotion again! Such news gives us that
So atop, or suffer consequence.
'
range and range house under
building of his college to pull Home
Penguin.
nfy cushion feeling t h a t the
construction. This request w a s
tape. Inside of the next half hour
P- S.—We hope you can read, i
rid is still un its proper orbit,
granted by the Council.

Footnotes

Student Council
Doings
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THE

ANDSPUR
CRATCHES
By BILL BINGHAM
As a holdover from the old year we would like to bring up the
always delightful subject of the cross-country race. It seems to
that it is about time this grueling event was abolished as a team
event. It's perfectly alright to have an individual race and award
a trophy to the winner, but to expect four men from each fraternity,
most of whom have done little training for the event, to go out
jind run three miles is as silly as expecting a Model T to cross
: (jie continent without repairs.
The race comes at the close of the fall term when every one
is bosy crammiing for tests or doing a final term report. Any running event is hard on the heart even when a p(erson has rtained steadily. The cross-country event is the one sport on the intramural
program which does more harm than good. After watching for three
years spent boys keel over after crossing the finish line, we feel
that it would be better for every one if the race were abolished.
If this cannot be done, the quota for a team should be lowered.
The football men who have been in training for three months usually
have little trouble completing the distance, but the others begin
laboring after the first mile and many a boy finishes on guts alone.
If the fraternity men wanted to race it would be different, but as it
is now, the final entries are those who could think of no way of
getting out of running. Our suggestion is that the race should be
an individual one with anyone entering. If a team trophy is to be
awarded, give it to the fraterity with the three lowest men finishing.
With no objective of filling out a four-man team it would be interesting to see how many entries there were.
'
Recently Edward J. Neil, a correspondent for the Associated
Press, was killed while reporting the civil war raging in Spain. Before he became a war correspondent, he was an ace sports writer.
He was considered one of the best boxing writers in the business
because of his ability to transcribe blow-by-blow descriptions.
The story, however, which won him honorable mention from the
Pulitzer prize committee was his graphic account of his first bob
sled ride down the Olympic run at Mount von Hoevenberg. Probably
you read the story at the time, but didn't pay particular attention to
the author. He tells of all the other bobbers shaking hands with them
at the top of the run, including the German team, and of the fatalistic attitude of the driver.
Whirling up a big wall of ice, leaning hard, and then straightening out at seventy miles an hour, gasping for breath, aware of your
utter helplessnes, then the final zig-zag turn at the bottom is the
story in brief. -Five minutes later the German team jumped the bank
and four unconscious forms were hastily picked up and bundled into
an ambulance. "That's the way it goes," says his driver. Mr. Neil
had the power to express his feelings and sensations and that's what
makes the great newspaperman. It is with regret that we write of
his loss.
The Intramural basketball league opens this week and we're taking the K. A.'s to win, Theta Kappa Nu to place, and the Phi Delts
to show. Sigma Nu and the X Club are about on a par with the
Independent aggregation's strength unknown. If the latter team
would get all its available men out for every game, it would offer sur• prisingly strong opiposition.
•
Sidelights: The funniest hole-in-one of the year was made by
Jimmy Thompson, 300 yard clouter, who pounded a lollapuloosa all of
: sixty-eight yards for an ace. It was made while he was shooting
from a ladies' tee, while he was instructing a lady in the finer points
of the teeth-gnashing game . . . not that it matters, but perhaps the
reader didn't hear that the "OOgruits" (Walruses) eked out a victory
over the "Airgrits" (Reindeer), 7-6, in the Ice Bowl classic
the Rollins Rhumba Bowl game ended in a 26-26 draw . . . things
are coming to a pretty pass when the Tars like to play football
against each other so much that they play in Cuba during the Christmas vacation. . . . We lost on Alabama in the Rose Bowl game. . . .
we doubt if any of the Rollins students are interested, but we wish
to remind you that there is dog racing every night out at Longwood . . . Lefty Gomez wants a divorce and in a hurry . . . he's
got to get to Florida for spring training, but he has to reside in
Nevada six weeks. . . . Temple upset Stanford's high-scoring basketball five. . . Hank Luisetti, Stanford ace, rolled up 50 points against
a strong Duquesne team . . . final score . . . 97-47 . . , Hill Hagnauer, who went to Stanford last year, is a Luisetti fan . . . say's
he's even better than his write-ups.

Basketball Schedule
FIRST HALF
January 14
Phi Delta Theta vs. X-Club
Theta Kappa Nu vs. Independents
January 17
Kappa Alpha vs. Sigma Nu
Phi Delta Theta vs. Independents
January 21
Phi Delta Theta vs. Theta Kappa Nu
Sigma Nu vs. X-Club
January 24
Kappa Alpha vs. Independents
January 25
Sigma Nu vs. Theta Kappa Nu
Phi Delta Theta vs. Kappa Alpha
January 28
Kappa Alpha vs. X-Club
:
Sigma Nus vs. Independents
.,
January 31
X-Club vs. Independents
February 1
Theta Kappa Nu vs. X-Club
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Nu

SAVE!
USE OUR

CASH AND CARRY
OFFICE
308 E. PARK AVE.
2 Doors East of Bank

8:00
9:00
8:00
9:00
8:00
9:00
9:00
8:00
9:00
8:00
9:00
9:00
8:00
9:00

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM
5 served exclusive
in the Beanery.
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Hank Luisetti, Stanford's Star Forward, TARS SPLIT TEAMS
Headed for All-America Third Year in Row AND PLAY IN CUBA
BY IRVING UIX
DURING HOLIDAYS
stitutes, pouring in from the
Stanford bench late in the game,
were trying so hard to pass the
ball to him that they became all
tightened. Captain Hank took
time out to discover the reason.
Luisetti had scored 35 points
that first half. The world individual scoring record was 41
points. So Coach John Bunn and
the boys thought it would be
nice to feed him the ball and
let him aim for a new mark.

A VERY good way to scare up
a hot argument Is to find
someone who has seen Angelo
Henry Luisetti In action, and
then try to convince that person
that Stanford's sensational forward IF not the greatest basketball player in the world.
For Hank Luisetti Is Just that.
Of course, that covers a lot of
territory, the good earth being
what it is, but coaches, players
and officials from coast to coast,
who have seen the Cardinal star
pop 'em in, agree that the title
is rightfully his.
No college player in the history of the sport has caught the
public fancy as has this sharpshooter from the west coast A
unanimous choice for All-America during his sophomore and
Junior seasons. Hank is headed
for the honor for the third year
in a row—despite the fact that
he underwent an appendectomy
Just a few weeks before the current season started.
TTIS scoring sprees are becom•'-'• ing legendary in the Pacific
Coast Conference. In his first
year of varsity competition he
tossed in 426 points in 29 games.
In bis Junior year he tallied 410
points in 27 games.
But it was his almost unbelievable feat, recently, of setting
a new world individual scoring
record for a single game, with
an even 50 points against Duquesne, that left everyone gasping.
There is a little more to that
particular night's work than
most folks know, however. Hank

Anselo
(Hank)
Luisetti,
Stanford ace who set new
world individual record by
scoring amazing total of 50
points against Duqnesne.
Luisetti, as captain of the Stanford team, is more than anything
else, a great team player.
So when he noticed that sub-

INTRAMURAL PLAY
OPENS IN BASKET
BALL FRIDAYE\E
Theta Kappa Nus Are Defending Titleholders; Kap'
pa Alpha, Led by Philips, and Phi Delts Show
Promise; X Club, Sigma Nus Are Stronger
By WENDY DAVIS
There will be no blare of trumpets, no high huzzahs hurled Friday
night when Theta Kappa Nu meets the Independents and Phi Delta
Theta clashes with X-Club in the 1938 inaugural of the Intramural
Basketball League; yet before long, heated enthusiasm apportions itself among the six quintets in quick time and the most competitive
ntramural sport at Rollins is underway.
Three nights each week, M
days, Tuesdays, and Fridays, four concerning_ their material, but led
rubber-soled quintets meet in the by Joe Rembock, freshman, they
will present some opposition and
battle of swishing strings.
Theta Kappa Nu, undefeated likely' prove troublesome to the
hampions of 1937, are favored to leading contenders for the court
•epeat their triumphs of last sea- throne.
X-Club is a decided improvement
ion. The T. K. N.'s are again
gilded with the high-scoring Jus- over last year's Club. Aided by
pledges. Bill Daugherty, E a r l
tice brothers, Joe and Jack, and a
Brankert, and Dick R o d d a , the
classy supporting cast. With the
Club, too, will be scalp-hunting.
addition of several likely-looking
Independents, at this point, apges, Clyde Jones, June Linger- pear safely enclosed in the cellar.
felt and Sam Hardman, their
Fine Material on Hand
chances for another undefeated seaThe league this year is sprinKappa Alpha Improved
Kappa Alpha should be an im- kled with more star material than
provement over last year w h e n even before. Theta Kappa Nu, bethey finished t h i r d . With Len sides its scoring twins, the Jus"Shorty" Phillips using his huge tices, present Rick Gillespie, Ollie
frame to good advantage under Daugherty, hold-overs from l a s t
the basket, the K A's are liable to
K. A.'s are once again blessed
force the league leaders when the
two face the tip-off later in the with the return of "R" Little,
rated as one of the best under-thebasket men in the league. Their
The Phi Delts, runners-up last club suffers with the loss of both
year and champions the year be- George and Elmo Miller, but makes
fore last, seem destined for third up in promising pledge material.
e in the pre-season rankings. Joe Knowoles is another standout
Bolstered in reserve strength them- left from last season.
elves by promising pledge materiThe Phi Delts will again be led
il, the Phi Delts are ready to
by its "big three", Don Murray,
do battle but do not seem to have
Ed Levy and Gerard Kirby. These
e class of its two major rivals.
three, along with the Justice boys,
Rembock Leads Sigma Nu
were first string members of the
Sigma Nu takes its bow on the All-Star quintet picked by this colbasketball flooring this year for umn, and will again be vying for
the first time. Little is known that honor.
X-Club's luminary of last season ,Snooks Mclnnis, the "mullet"
from Palmetto, will again operate
from his forward post.

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS
Classes have started for the Winter term and the schedule has been
posted, as follows:
Folk Dancing, Monday and Wednesday, 10:45-11:45; Tuesday and
Thursday, 4-5.
Modern Dancing, Monday a n d
Wednesday 5-6.
Hockey, Tuesday and Thursday,
4-5, 5-6.
Golf, Tuesday and Thursday,
10:45-11:45; Monday and Wednesday, 4-6.
Fencing, Tuesday 10:45-11:45.
Riding, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Canoeing, Monay and Wednesday, 4-5; Tuesday and Thursday,
9:30-10:30.
There have been a few g o l f
matches played. Betty Myers defeated Ruth Blunden and Jeanne
Gillette defeated Lennie Fishman.
There are still some tennis matches
as well as golf matches which must
be played this week.
team, composed of three full
teams, who will barnstorm Florida after the regular season under
the coachiing guidance of Ed Levy,
Intramural supervisor.
Watch the Sandspur for A^eekly
eports on the leading
Picked to repeat! Theta Kappa
Mu with the championship; Phi
Delta Theta as

Although darn glad to get back to native soil, the thirty-odd
members of the Tar football party that trekked to Havana, Cuba, as
guests of the Cuban government to play a New Year's day game
enjoyed five days of interesting sightseeing, excellent Barcardi, beautiful Senoritas, lousy food, and warm hospitality. They played a game,
too.
The game, played Sunday aftas an exhibition. The
NOTICE
day before the S. S. Cuba docked
in Havana, seven Cuban N a v a l
There will be an important
fliers were killed en route to Comeeting of the Rollins Rifle
lombia on a good w i l l t o u r .
Team at 7:30 Thusday eveThrough respect to their dead comning to be held in Rollins
rades, the Naval eleven could not
Hall. It is requested that
play. Efforts to secure another
all persons interested in riopponent fell through. "El Jacko"
flery attend t h e meeting
McDowal divided the squad into
which will be held for the
two elevens for the fracas, naming
election of officers.
one eleven the "Cuban Navy" and
the other "Rollins College". The
closing gun found the score deadlocked at 26 all.

TAfI FENCERS

Squad Treated Royally
From the minute the squad landed in Cuba, they were continually
on the go. Seven government cars
with drivers were placed at the
party's disposal. If they missed
anything, it either wasn't worthwhile or just happened to be overlooked in the rush.
It would be hard to put a finger
on the highlight or the highlights
of the Cuban sojourn. However
T e a m s Meet In A t l a n t a D u r i n g the grandeur of the Cuban CapiChristmas Vacation
tol Building stands out. The madcap driving of the Cuban autoists
in Havana turned hairs grey on
CETRULO WINS FIVE
everybody's head. The morning
spent as guests of the Barcardi
Bar was a live one. The Havana
T o w n s e n d , E h r l i c h A l s o In Club Bar's hospitality wasn't to
be sneered at in the afternoon
Good F o r m
either.

lECH, 14-3

Displaying marked superiority
with every weapon, Rollins College
fencers swept to an easy 14-3 victory over a determined but outclassed Georgia Tech squad at Atlanta during the Christmas holidays.
The Rollins fencers won seven
of the nine foils bouts, captured all
four sabre clashes, and took three
of the epee bouts.
The meet was the initial one of
the season, as the Tar foilsmen began their third year in succession
without a defeat by a southern fencing opponent.
Captain Don Cetrulo and Manuel Ehrlich led the Rollins fencers
by scoring nine victories without
a defeat being chalked up against
them. Cetrulo won five of these
and in four of the bouts prevented
his opponents from scoring a single touch.
Gene Townsend won three out of
four while Jack Hagenbuch was
the hard luck man of the team,
dropping two out of three. Of the
two foils bouts lost, both were by
five and four decisions.
Rollins will stage a return
match in Winter Park in February.
A definite date has not yet been
set.
The results by touches.

With two games Tuesdays and Cetrulo
Fridays, the first contest will start
at 8:00. Due to fraternity meetings, only one game may be played,
Ehrlich
the starting time at 9:00.

Foils
Rollins—Ga. Tech
5
0
5
0
5
0
5
1
5
2
5
1
5
2
4
5

Go On Sightseeing Tours
Havana's narrow streets and yet
narrower sidewalks first impressed
the Rollinsites as they were
whisked from place to place. Most
of the time prior to Sunday was
given just to general sightseeing
tours. Beautiful country clubs, the
Cuban Olympic swimming finals,
the Fronton and Jai-Alai, t h e
Prajio, the Army quarters, etc.,
were all done before the game Sunday.
From the minute the game was
over, the squad and a few of the
other members of the party just
"let their hair down" and enjoyed
the quaint, but gay Havana. When
the cloisng whistle blew, two kegs
of beer appeared on the bench.
Disposing of the beer and about
half of each players' uniform to
Cuban souvenir hunters didn't take
long.
The next official act of the party
was Thompson's going down and
out with a rabid case of chickenpox. The poor old "Cabbage-head"
bit the dust in the midst of the
hilarity.
From that point on, recollections
became a bit hazy. Each of the
seven cars loaded up after every
meal and tore off in several directions. Between trips to bars, Morro Castle, the Tropical Gardens,
a supervised sightseeing jaunt
through the Capitol building, and
the Navy's fortress at the entrance
to the harbor, were sandwiched.

Cubalibras Soothing
"Cubalibras" (a soothing tonic of
Coca-Cola and Barcardi to you)
became the drink of the moment.
Townsend
An Editor's Soliloquy
An evening at t h e "Shanghai"
They find fault with the editors.
added intellectual zest to the visit.
Hagenbuch
The stuff they print is rot;
However, when Tuesday morning
Sabre
The paper is as peppiy
rolled around, these same thirtyCetrulo
5
0
As a cemetery lot.
odd members of the Tar party were
5
2
The ads show poor arrangement
doggone glad to drag their weary
Ehrlich
5
2
The jokes are old and sale,
bones back to the S. S. Cuba for
Hagenbuch
5
2
The men so loudly holler,
the return trip. Except for a few
The women also rail;
life-boat Romeos and Mo Miller's
Epee
and Sock Soldatti's seasickness on
But when the paper's printed
Hagenbuch .... 1
2
the way down, the boat t r i p s
And the issue is on file.
Townsend
2
1
proved to be only necessary interIf someone doesn't get his
Ehrlich
2
0
ludes in the journey.
You can hear him shout a mile.
Basketball Courtings
Townsend
2
1
—The Wooden Horse.
The other details of the trip were
One of the features of the 1938
strictly "off the record". Adios. . .
basketball season will be the picking by this column of an All-Star Lives there a student with a soul Mother; Is your Packard b o y
The lineups:
friend coming tonig^ht?
so dead,
"Cuban Navy"
"Rollins"
Coed: No.
Who never to himself has said:
Daunis
LE .... Daugherty
Mother: Dodge brothers?
"To heck with studies,
Typewriter Headquarters
LT
Bohton
Coed; No, this is Willie's night. Ogilvie
I'm going to bed."
S a l e s a n d Service
LG
Dennis
—The Foorge. Hayes
—The Volante
All Makes Used Typewriters
Justice
RG
Swann
Matthews
RT
Hoy
Turk
C
Thompson
Hume
RE
Knowles
Gillespie
QB
H. Brady
Mclnnis
HB
Joe Justice
that we have been appointed agency for
0. Daugherty....HB
Miller
C. Brady
FB
Johnson
Sock Soldatti—Jack of all trades

Davis Office Supply

We are pleased to announce

WINTER PARK
BRANCH

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

Si Vario, Campus Agent

I*ry Cleaners — Launderers
—Dyers—

'T'HAT infuriated Luisetti. He
ordered them to shoot whenever they had an opportunity
and not pass the ball to him, yet
when he was all through that
night he had sent 23 field goals
and four foul shots in the hoop.
Coach Bunn says he is the
greatest basketball player he has
ever seen. His balance and coordination are perfect And he
has developed a one-handed shot
that is almost impossible to stop.
Luisetti finds he can get his
shots off much faster with one
hand—it makes no difference
which—because he doesn't have
to take that extra half second
to get set. He can let fly while
still in motion. And that's just
what he does.
Pro basketball Is out for Hank.
He's majoring in economics at
Stanford, is working his way
through school, and has a job
all set for him with a large oil
company just as soon as he
leaves the Stanford campus next
June.
Next June can't come ary too
soon for Stanford's cage bpponents who have tried desperately
to stop the slender San Francisco
sharpshooter—and failed.

Battle \to 26-26 Tie; Players Are Royally Feted;
Divide Time Between Sightseeing
And Playing

We solicit your business ;
Winter Park, Phone 413

a home town «
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

DAYTON THOROBRED
CUSTOM-BILT TIRES
Come in and get and Low prices on these High quality tires

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

i ROLLS DEVELOPED
Any t l z i roll kodak fllm <ttv«Iop«d. •Ight
•war-fadt Valox Printi for only ^ ^ _ ^
VALUA.LI PREMIUM* QIVEN O C ^

Man Yaur Fllmi t«
/ I
JackRabbifCo.^^
SPARTANBURG. 8. C.
(COIN)

Malihit EavtIoMt far FilMt Fitriiliiiad
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THE

THE

Inquiring Reporter
What do you think of the Rollins girls, in general, boys?
Bill Webb: There's no half way about it. They are either
attractive or awful.
Ted Reed: Women are women in any country.
Matt Ely: I don't dare say, but with a little persuasian, I
would venture to add that they are a trifle on the gold-digging
iide.
Bub Kurvin: The Rollins girls are a bunch of catty individualists.
Dud Felder: They look pretty dam good to me after being
in New Mej o. (But, please, don't send this edition of the
paper to Ne Mexico.)
Ollie Wittmt : It would be much better if some of the girls
at Rollins w e more like Bailey.
Jack Mackemson; In the singular they are charming; in the
plural they are attractive; in the possessive they are terrific!
Editor's note; Next week it's your turn, girls. I can be
reached at 114.

ALUMNI NEWS
Miss Helen Virginia De Haven,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
De Haven of Oak Park, Illinois,
will become the bride of Mr. Horace "Tommy" Thompson '34, Januar>' 19, in Oak Park.
At Rollins, Tommy was a member of K. A. Fraternity, a member of the football and basketball
teams.
The engagement of Miss Jeannette Genius to Mr. Hugh McKean
was announced on January 4. No
date has been set for the wedding.
Mr. W'illiam Mosteller, '34 and
Miss Denzil Langston were married December 2S in the F i r s t
Methodist Church of Orlando. The
couple is living in the Cherokee
Apartments in Orlando.

Alumni Give Tea In
Honor of Pledges of
Kappa Kappa Gamma

Work T o Be Exhibited In New
Hampshire
G R A D U A T E D I N 1926
Two paintings by Lois Bartlett
Tracy of Venice, Fla,, a graduate
of Rollins College in the class of
1929, are included in the exhibition
of contemporary painting arranged
by the Studio Guild, 730 Fifth Avenue, New York, for the opening
of the Ellen Lambert Murphy Memorial at Winchester, N. H., January 17, according to information received here.
The paintings by Mrs. Tracy,
and one by Jane Peterson and three
by Coline Baekeland, of Palm
Beach, were selected, according to
an announcement from the Studio
Guild, as "representative of t h e
best in present-day American art."
The two pictures by Mrs. Tracy,
"Jungle Cabaret" and "The Farm",
are both landscapes, one of the
Florida jungles and the other of
New England. Mrs. Baekeland's
canvasses are likewise landscapes.
The painting by Jane Peterson is
"Tulips", similar in technique to the
pictures by this artist which last
month won the prize for the best
of flower painting in the annual
exhibition of the Florida Federation of Art.
The Murphy Memorial, which is
the gift of Gov. Murphy of New
Hampshire to the town of Winchester, his birthplace, will be dedicated on January 17th at a banquet in the presence of the Governors of Massachusetts, Vermont,
Rhode Island and New Hampshire.
The selection of paintings for the
important opening exhibition was
made at the invitation of Gov.
Murphy by the Studio Guild of
New York, a national clearing
house for the arts with members
in all parts of the country.

Lectures by Dr. Thomas
Chalmers in Annie Russell
Theatre, Rollins C o l l e g e ,
Winter Park. No fee, silver
collection.
Every Monday
morning at 11 o'clock.
January 17
The Story of Benito Mussolinj. The Life, Materiiil
and Background of this Collossus of Our Time.
January 24
The Story of R u s s i a
through Twenty Years. Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin.
January 31
The Story of Germany
Through Twenty Y e a r s .
Crash of the HohenzoUerns,
then Socialism. Rise a n d
power of the Nazi Dictator.
February 7
Central Europe's L i t t l e
Peoples; Poland, Czechoslo •
vakia, Austria, Hungary, Jugoslavia.
February 14
Spain: A Proud but Bloddy
Past, and What of the Future?
February 28
French Democracy, Background and Outlook.
March 7
The Rise of the British
Monarchy.
T h e Scottiiih
PhmKe and the Tragic Story
of the fimt Jamex.
March 14
The BritiBh Monarchy Today. Has it Lost or Gained
VTfKiif^e by E<iwvd'B Abdication?
March 21
America: Whither in S h e
Headed?

Miss Mildred McConnell '27 became the bride of Robert Lee Turner, Jr., at the home of the bride's
parents in Orlando on Decembei
28. Mr. and Mrs. Turner are makThe Winter Park-Orlando Alum- ing their home in Clearwater.
ni chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained with a tea honorMr. and Mrs. Gavino Colado '27
ing the piledges of Delta Epsilon of Winter Park announce the birth
chapter Saturday afternoon from of a daughter on December 27.
4 until 6 at the home of Mrs. McCoy in Winter Park.
Alumni who w e r e in Winter
Tea, coffee, and sandwiches were Park during the holidays are:
served, with Mrs. Mills von Fruhthaler and Mrs. J. I. Chaffee pourMr. and Mrs. Richard Shannon
ing.
'35, who visited Mrs. Shannon'
Member* of the active chapter mother. Mr. and Mrs. Shannon
of Kappa were guests. The re- are studying at the Kirksville Colception line was made up of Mrs. lege of Osteopathy and Surgery
Willard Wattles, Helen Brown, at Kirksville, Missouri.
Opal Peters, Caroline Sandlin, Betty
Makemer, J e a n n e Langworthy,
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Bandy '30,
Ethel Mac Donald, Esther Peirce,
and children spent Christmas day
and Ellen Mc Elroy.
in Winter Park.

Marriag:e of John
Nichols, Eleanor
Roe To Be Jan. 18
Miss Eleanor Roe '39, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Roe of
Athens, Ohio, will become the bride
of Mr. John Asbury Nichols '37,
of Asheville, North Carolina, Tuesday, January 18.
The wedding will take place in
Athens. There will be a reception
the "Orchard Gables" after the
ceremony.

Formal Initiation
Is Held by Members
of Pi Beta, Sunday
Pi Beta, national music and dramatic fraternity, held its formal
initiation Sunday morning, January 9 at 11 o'clock at the home
of Ruth Elizabeth Melcher, president of the organization.
The newly initiated members
aire Estella Mae Bowles, 0 1 g a
Matthews, Eleanor Giessen, a n d
Alice Elliott.

Ruth Greene '20, of Providence,
Rhode Island, visited her brother,
Ray Greene.

ROLLINS

SOCIAL UICHLIGHTS
Rollins and Stetson j
Sigma Nus Held
Debate January 151
All-College Dance
Saturday Night The Rollins Debating Council
Climaxing their installation ceremonies, the Sigma Nu Fraternity
held an all-college dance Saturday
night. The dance which was held
at the Dubsdread Country Club had
its music furnished by Rabbit Robbins and his band, from Jacksonville, Fla.
Guests of honor at the dance
were officials of the fraternity and
members of other chapters. Chaperones were: Mrs. Wilcox, Mrs.
Ford, Mrs. Schultz. Mrs. Banzhaf,
Dr. and Mrs. Hutchins and Dr.
Farley.
The country club was decorated
with the black and gold colors of
the Fraternity and large numbers
of balloons were released during
throughout the dance which lasted
the evening, and punch was sei
from 9:00 until 2:00.

UDC Group Presents
War Flag To College
The United Daughters of the
Confederacy have presented to Rollins College a Confederate Flag to
be added to the collection of processional flags at the College, President Hamilton Holt has announced.
The flag was sent to the College by Mrs. G. H. Lennon, Jacksonville, treasurer of the U. D. C.
President Holt said that the new
flag will be carried in all academic processions. It is hoped, he
said, that the College eventually
will have all six of the flags that
have flown over Florida.

will be host to the debating teams
of Stetson University in an intercollegiate tournament S a t u r d a y
January 15th.
For the past two years Stetson
has entertained speakers from Rollins with a series of Debate Tournaments, Extemporaneous Speaking
contests, and o t h e r interesting
events. This Saturday Rollins will
return their cordiality by holding
an informal tournament to entertain six Stetson speakers to further establish the strong bond of
friendship between the two colleges.
The program will be as follows:
10:00 A. M.—First round of debate.
11:15 A. M.—Second round of
debate.
12:15 A. M.—Short meeting in
Speech Studio.
1:00 P. M.—Lunch at College
2:30 P. M. — Extemporaneous
Speaking at Annie Russell Theatre.
The debates will be held in various class' bi^ildings after teams
have been assigned at the Speech
Studio before the first round begins. Many of the n e w Rollins
speakers will be given an opportunity to participate in all t h e
events and constructive criticisms
of their speeches will be made by
the judges. Following the system
adopted several years ago, t h e
chairman will record the effectiveness of each speech and when the
tournament is over the best two
speakers will be chosen by the
remarks of the chairman a n d

Dorothy Shepherd Smith '33,
who came during the holiday season, is spending several weeks in
Winter Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Litchenstein
spent Christmas with Joe's parents
in Winter Park. He is studying
law at George Washington College
Washington, D. C.
Asa Jennings '30 stopped in Winter Park for a short visit last
week on his return from a business
trip to Miami.
Marjorie Williams '26 and her
husband spent several days with
Mrs. William's parents in Winter
Park. Dr. Williams is on the faculty of the University of Michigan.
Marian Allen '32, who is working
Washington, D. C , spent the
holidays in Winter Park.

Pledges Initiated
Wedding of George
By Phi Mu Sorority Victor and Elspeay
Breon Is Announced
Alpha Omega Chapter of Phi Mu
announces the initiation of: Daphne
Banks, Dorothy Bromley, Dorothy
Ciloccarelli, Edna Harmon, and LuVerne Phillips on Saturday, January 8.
Following the initiation service, a
banquet was held in Sharkey's for
the initiates. Corsages and gifts
were presented to the guests. After dinner the guests enjoyed a
theatre party.

CONSERVATORY
NOTES
It is with the greatest of effort
that we disentangle ourselves from
the maze of books, scores and recordings that have just come from
the Carnegie Foundation; to jot
down a few notes which will probably be m o s t uninteresting to
our reader. This very big-hearted
gentleman has thought to fool us
when he sent a packing slip with
the shipment which says that the
items checked are the ones included — b u t we laughed a n d
laughed when we found some he
didn't check (Joke).
Prof. Barron middle-aisled it
during vacation—so he is no longer batching it. Welcome to our
city, Barronesse!
The Bloch's
entertained daughter Jonie, over
the departure of which many tears
—so to speak—were shed. Miss
Moore and Mr. Honaas celebrated
under the b. lights in N. York.
There is a plot afoot involving
a Robinhood sketch to be given
sometime in the future. It is a
French version of the story which
may or may not have any bearing
on the presentation — it will be
given by the Folk-Dancing depart-

WEDNESD-W. J.\NUARY 12. iJss

SAND.SPUR

The marriage of Miss Elspeay
-eon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Breon of St. Joseph, Missouri
to Mr. George E. Victor, son of
and Mrs. John H. Victor of
Wilmette, Illinois, was announced
during the Christmas holidays.
The couple were married in Sanford, Florida, December 5.
After a trip to Miami, Mr. and
Mrs. Victor will be at home in
Evanston, Illinois, January 25.

Attention..,
you undergraduates who've resolved to live within your allowance this year!!! Why not take
advantage of the grand values
offered in Yowell-Drew's great
January Clearance Sale. It's an
opportunity you can't afford to

Sale E n d s S a l . J a n . 15

Yowell-Drew's
ORI.AMX)
Copynghi l9i«. U o c m & Mvmi TOBACCO CO.

CALENDAR FOR THE ^^TEK
WEDNESDAY. J A M ' A R V 12
5:00 P. M.—-Groat Personalities in .\rt" Seminar. ..A r t
Studio.
7:30 P. M.—Reading of The Odyssey of Homer. President
Holt's home.
P. M.—"Rollins on the Air". WDBO.
THURSDAY. JANUARY 13
A. M.—Dr. Martin's Lecture. "The Brussels Conference and America's Policy". High School Auditorium.
5:00 P. M.—Organ Vespers. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 14
11:00 A. M.—"Our Universe or Science for Everybody". Leeture on Botany by Mr. Henry Curtis Beardslee.
Annie Russell Theatre.
9:30 P. M.—Astronomical Open House, at the tele;
SATURDAY, JANUARY 15
P. M.—"Rollins on the Air". WDBO.
SUNDAY. JANUARY 16
A. M.—Morning Meditation. The Rt. Rev. Frank A.
Juhan, D. D., speaker. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
MONDAY. JANUARY 17
A. M.—Dr. Chalmer's lecture, "The Story of Benito
Mussolini. The Life, Material and Background
of this Colossus of our Times. Annie Russell
Theatre.
P. M.—Dr. Newman's lecture, "The American Dream"
(as portrayed in recent fiction).
TUESDAY, JANUARY 18
P. M.—Mr. Denny's lecture, "The Hebrew Prophet and
Their Times". Woman's Club.

judges.
The speakers from Rollins will
include: William Twitchell, Everett Farnsworth, Edna Harmon,
Margery Chindahl, Howard Lyman,
Herbert Hopkins, Irving Felders,
and others not yet decided.
Judges will be chosen from outstanding authorities in the community and chairman will be elected from the faculty debating com-

mittee. The question in the debates will be the one Rollins shall
use this y e a r in t h e national
tournaments at Topeka, Kansas.
"Resolved: That the National La*
bor Relations Board Should be Empowered to Enforce Arbitration of
all Industrial Disputes." The >
tempore subjects will be on 1
general subject of International Affairs.

"Ol-UNscoiUGe,
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The next issue of the Eollins Sandspur will be published January 12, 1938.
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.Groom British Sky Giant for Flight

HOIDS MEETING
Four Important P r o b l e m s
Were Discussed

Dwarfed by the huge 10-ton
British Royal Air Force flying
boat, mechanics are shown above
as they refueled one of the five
giant craft at Plymouth, England, in preparation for a 25,000-mile formation flight to Sidney, Australia.
,
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' Presents Valuable Collection
Brought before the Student
' of Theatre Programs and
Folklore Society Presents Pro- Council which met Monday evening
'i
Prints to College
gram At Assembly
were four important problems. The
first problem is of widespread col'; OWNED BY MR. DE BLOIS
DIRECTED BY MRS. RAE lege interest as it deals with the

A highly valuable collection of
old theatre programs, rare photographs and prints of leading figures in the theatrical world durint;
the past century, and old newspaper files and clippings pertain* ing to the theatre, has been acquired by Eollins College as a
! gift from Mrs. A. E. Ditk of Winter Park, Fla., President Hamilton
Holt has announced.
Originally the collection was the
property of the late William A. De
Blois, an importer, who was a
' close friend of the late Col. A. E.
Dick. Mrs. Dick persuaded Mr
De Blois to give the collection to
her to be transmitted to Eollins
spect to any other a n d w a s
College when she visited Iiim in
Europe a year ago. Only three played to great applause at the
months after Mr. De Blo.s le- King's Arms in Drurey Lane, Lonturned to this country and had don, England. The people were for
most part poor and loved to
sent the collection to Mrs. Dick,
watch this type of show. Paccini
he passed away in California.
first saw this puppet show in an
Dr. Richard Burton professor of
alley and took it down verbatim
English at Eollins and a leading
while an artist sketched pictures
critic of the drama, Charles P.
the performance.
Through
Burnham, a retired theatrical prothese two mediums Mrs. Rae's
ducer, and others who are familiar
dancing group was able to reprrowith the history of the theatre conduce faithfully both the setting
sider that the collection is one of
and action of this classic play.
the most valuable of its kind in
s a prologue to the first act
existence, especially as a source cf
information lor students of history Mr. Punch urged the audience to
laugh and enjoy the free show. An
of the theatre.
Rollins is sending representaeasant circumstance entered
Donald S. Allen, director of stutives due to the Student Council's
dent dramatics at Eollins, says here in the person of the dog of
to reorganize.
Starting
that "this fine collection of old Mr. Scaramouch who began to snap
next term it will hold meetings
theatre programs, etc., is one that and snarl at Mr. Punch and who |
every week to arrive at a conclufinally
bit
his
nose.
Mr.
Punch
I
any college should be proud to
on reorganization. With new
yelled bloody murder at this point
own", and that "Eollins College
ideas from the N. S. F. A. the
indeed fortunate to be the recip- and for his wife, Judy. However,,
Student Council will reorganize to
Mr.
Scaramouch
came
in
first
and,
ient of such a gift." "Students of
play a more important part in camthe drama and the history of the started to criticize Mr. Punch for 1
pus activities.
theatre," Professor Allen added, the harsh treatment of his dog. |
Mr.
Punch
told
him
to
keep
his
I
Voted upon by the Student Coun"could spend many interesting
and profitable hours in studying beast more orderly. Scaramouch cil were the eleven Eollins stuthese programs. It is hoped that then started to move his stick, ac- j dents to be in "Who's Who" of colcidentally hitting Punch, who im-' lege students. Based entirely on
1 this collection will 1
mediatel grabbed it and beat him the active part taken by the stufrom time to time."
to death. He then began to call dent in college life, the "Who's
Dr. Burton is of the opinion that
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
(Continued on Page 2, col. 1)
that "De Blois gift should prove of
'
J
'
'

(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

INSIITUTE MEETS

By GEORGE L. QUAYLE

Theme of Meeting Was Making Democracy Work
PRINCE WAS SPEAKER
The Institute of the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs m e t
Monday, December 13 at Eollins
College. The general theme at
the all day meeting was Techiques in Makiing Our Democracy
Work.
In the morning there was a session in the Annie Eussell Theatre,
during which time there were
speeches and a time for general
questions. The principal speaker.
Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein,
discussed the main differences between dictatorships and democracies.
At the Whistling Kettle where
the group lunched, discussions on
the theme of democracies was continued. Mrs. Robert D. Ford and
Dr. Evelyn Newman, both of Eollins, were among the speakers.
Starting at 2:00 o'clock there
was a panel discussion on "The
Strength and Weaknesses of Democracies and Dictatorships", with
Dr. Edwin L. Clarke of Eollins
the chairman.
Again at 3:00 o'clock Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein spoke, his
subject; War or Peace in Europe?
The Role of the United States of
America as a Europlean See it.
At 4:00 o'clock the program was
brought to a close by a summary
given by Dr. Helen W. Cole, Chairman of the International Eelations
Committee, Winter Park.

A person who has music forced
upon him may form a dislike for
it which he might never acquire
if he were able to discover its
beauty for himself. In discussing
the topic with a more fortunate
person, he would get into great
difficulty—for one would be talking of hell while the other would
be talking of heaven.
If some of us doubting Thomases
who feel that a symphony is a
treat worth missing would approach one not as an unpleasant experience but as a new adventure
1 might discover a world we had
t felt inclined to explore before.
Such we hope was the experice of some during the first performance of the Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida which gives
its concerts in the High School
Auditorium of Winter Park. Last^
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1 . BACHELLER
10 START NEW
OEBATORS BATTLE
UNIQUE BOOK
"Old Age and How to Live it
Down" is Title of Bacheller's New Booli

Headlines SPEECH STUDENIS

PRESENT PROGRAM

A non decision debate between
Dartmouth and Rollins was held on
Dec.
6th. The subject was Resolved that the National Labor Relations Board should be empowered
to enforce arbitration of all industrial disputes. The outstanding
speaker of the morning was Mr.
William Green the second speaker
for Dartmouth. His pleasing personality with his ability to think
while speaking made his speech
win the audience from the start.
Howard Lyman gave a speech typical of the Rollins Debaters, being
both well prepared and slightly
aroused by the first speaker for
Dartmouth, Mr. William Moss.

Has Lived in F l o r i d a for
25 Years
"Old Age and How to Live it
Down" is the unique title of a new
book on which Irving Bacheller,
Dean of Winter Park's literary
colony, began w o r k immediately
upon his return to Florida this
week after a busy and productive
summer spent in and around New
York.
Mr. Bacheller has been a resident of Florida for the past quarter of a century, two decades of
which have been spent in Winter
Park where his neighbors declare
tie has discovered the secret of
'living down eld age". His latest
book, "A Boy for the Ages", was
published this year. His memoirs
which he has been working for
several years will be published
next February.
Upon his arrival, Mr. Bacheller
expressed a deep interest in the
Rollins College program. As the
trustee who is credited with bringing Dr. Holt to Florida, he has
played a significant part in the development of the College. His interest in the high schools of Florwas first expressed 18 years
ago when he and Professor A. J.
Hanna of Rollins College established an historical essay contest
which has played an important part
the educational advancement of
e state.
"It is believed the choice of sub(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

By FRED LIBERMA^N
The first speaker of the morning William Twitchell greeted the
American Foreign Policy
The government of the United Meeting Held T u e s d a y in Dartmouth men, and outlined the
question. The methodical presentaStates, and its people, to-day reaSpeech Studio
tion of the main issues which were
lize that because of the growing
to be discussed occupied the larger
dependence of one nation upon anportion of his speech. His outPIERCE
IS
DIRECTOR
other, a change in the American
standing quality was smoothness,
foreign policy is necessary.
One of the most interesting pro- so much so that at times the audiWhen President Washington de- grams of the term was presented ence hoped in vain that he might
livered his farewell address he at the meeeting of the Oratorical get the least bit excited.
warned the country against being association Tuesday evening at
drawn into any entangling alli- 7:30 in the speech studio, under
William Moss, the first speaker
ances with foreign nations.
the direction of Professor Harry for the negative was very general
For a country, still in its first R. Pierce with Irving Felder act- in the treatment of the subject. His
placid faith in theories was pleasstages, this advice was both wise ing as a very capable chairman.
and justifiable. But more than a
Each speaker was introduced by ant to listen to, but hardly concentury has elapsed since t h a t the chairman with appropriate vincing. His talk was so general
time and much has been altered comments. Betty Mackemer spoke and almost abstract that when he
in the conditions of the world.
on "Japanese Poachiing in Alas- concluded the applause was shadThe United States is no longer kan Waters" and her talk, showing ed with wonder—just what did he
a weak, infant nation striving to good research was enjoyed by the say.
Mr. Howard Lyman made a
find itself a place in the family of audience. Clyde Jones, in his own
nations. This century finds our inimitable way, gave in interest- strong argument which was very
country one of the most powerful ing rendition of the humorous es- logical in its development. His
states on the face of the globe. say, "Bones!" while Robert Lado analysis of the question was
We have the greatest abundan. held the interest of his audience founded facts, thus he spoke with
of resources of any country and by the story of "A Spanish Friend", the spirit of one convinced that
dealing with a real incident in the affirmative was the only somore land per person,
lution to the question. In his reThe industrial revolution reached Spain with one of his friends.
R o b e r t Stonerock delighted buttal speech Mr. Lyman showed
its most advanced stages after w
had become a nation. We had thi those present bj^ his recital of quick thinking and an unusual
commodities necessary to promoti the little boy forgetting a piece knowledge of the question.
The last constructive speech was Annual Christmas Service To
the new industries. Our land had he was to give, and talking exBe Held
temporaneously. A touch of in- made by Mr. William Green of
coal, wheat, oil, and copper,
terest
was
added
because
he
looked
Dartmouth,
who with some fire in
had the facilities for making iron
like the bewildered little boy in his voice told us his side of the TO BE GIVEN IN CHAPEL
and steel.
On the other side of the Atlan- person. Charles Lane gave a well- story. He had some very strong
The annual Christmas Service
tic Ocean, nations which once had informed talk on "What Price points which he presented in a
been powerful were weakened be- Private Flying", citing the new gov- forceful manner. His outstanding will be held this evening at 8:15
cause they lacked what we had. In ernment laws dealing with private quality was his ability to hold the , o'clock in the Knowles Memorial
pilots.
Edna
Pearl
Harmon,
chairattention of the audience. His re-, Chapel. This celebration has bea mad scramble to gain these goods,
man of the program committee, buttal talk, more eloquent than his jcome
|
a fine tradition at Rollins
Wednesday ushered in the first foreign ppwers sought colonies and
closed with an extemporaneous main speech, was not as well pre- i and will be extremely impressive
concert of the season. This or- the era of economic imperialism
spleech dealing briefly with the fu- pared as that of his opponents.
I this year, featm-ing Christmas
ganization is fortunate in being reached its peak.
preparation of the Rollins j music and a Christmas tableau,
In an effort to safeguard our ture programs and the participaunder the baton of the distinThe Rollins String Quartet, connew-born industries the United tion of various members, inviting team has been very complete on
guished Alexander Bloch.
all to be on the program. Several this question as there has been sisting of Ruth Elizabeth Melcher,
For many a Tuesday and Wed- States erected high tariff barriers.
novel and unique programs are abundant material for them direct Broadus Earle, Fred Blachley, and
Other
nations
retaliated,
they
nesday, its members assembled to
planned for the early meetings of
the scene of action. Profes-1 William Vosberg, will play the pregive the finished product of last raised the duties against our
Peirce has a nephew doing lude. During the offertory, violin
ds. And then came the World next term. The meeting was adweek. A feeling of understanding
journed after the usual summary practical work for the National, and harp music will be given by
War.
between orchestra and conductor
and constructive criticism of Prof.
The great German empire was
Labor Relations Board, who hi Miss Gretchen Cox and Mrs. Hilda
was apparent and both created an
Pierce.
V. Knapp. The call to worship
broken up and distributed among
sent much valuable information.
air of spiritual cooperation.
will be given by Carl Howland, the
The program opened with the the allied powers; Italy received
Scripture will be read by Catherine
Concerto Grosse for strings, by little land of economic value. JaBailey, and the Litany by Mary
in,
too,
a
world
power
since
1905,
Vivaldi followed by the pleasing
Acher.
as dissatisfied with what she had.
ballet music from "Rosamunde" by
The Rollins A Cappella Choir
These nations, called the "have
Schubert. Next came the Overture
will sing seven Christmas anthems
to "Oberon" by Weber. The last, nots", all have a common grudge
and carols. The Children's Choir,
half of the concert was devoted to against the rest of the world. We
the disclosure is circumvented by a group of Elementary School chil"She Passed Through L>
the "Surprise" Sympony of Haydn. have come to think of their grievThe more we hear this symphony ances against us as purely political presented in the Annie Russell the aid of Nicholas, son of the dren, under the direction of Mr.
the better we feel its sparkle and with economic issues thrown in as theatre on December 10 and 11 as family, who has( fallen in love C. 0. Honaas, will sing with the
the first in the series of student with their celestial guest. He aids Chapel Choir in two selections.
finesse, which help to create its accessories. But this is untrue.
At the close of the service a
If we tore down our tariff bar- plays, deserves some comment in her in performing a convincing
pAistoral atmosphere.
We enjoyed the "Surprise" the most, but riers and allowed foreign goods to itself as a dramatic vehicle. Plot miracle, and at last love triumphs tableau, depicting the Nativity
we are afraid it added too much r^ass through our borders with less and theme, though slight, present- over mystery, and she confesses. Scene, directed by Mrs. Helen Rae,
mple opportunity for situati
The cast gave a good beginning will be presented in the Fi-ancis
of a sameness to the evening. A restriction, the "have-not" naperformance comparing well, on Chapel. The following students
dash of Richard Strauss or George tions could not afford to leave their acting, character interpretati
humor. In short, besides bei
the average, with past student pro- will take part in the tableau: The
Gershwin might have been sub- tariff lists unchanged, dictatorfirst rate entertainment, it was ductions. Cathie Bailey, by now Virgin Mary, Peggy Cass; Joseph,
stituted for one of the earlier ships would be weakened.
Economic unfriendliness is at the good display material with which a veteran Annie Russell player, James Edwards; Angel of Annunnumbers to give a startling congave her usual competent inter- ciation, Jane Forte; Angels, Maribottom of all world strife. Once to begin the season.
trast.
le outline of the plot is sim- pretation in the part of Joan. Her on Galbraith, Doris Hesser, ElizaThe audience seemed to be a bit these troubles are overcome there
stage experience has given her beth Kennedy, Lois Riess; Shepple.
It
has
its
setting
in
a
French
will
be
a
greater
chance
for
world
timid and chose to occupy t h e
herds, Bill Bingham,
Curry
seats away from the stage. In the peace. Here 'is where America province, about five years after poise and, except for occasional
Brady, Fentress Gardner, and Bill
auditorium they can better ap- with her great abundance of com- the execution of Joan of Arc, at a lapses, subtlety in acting. Siley
Twitchell;
Shepherd's
Child,
AnVario
met
the
demands
of
his
part
time
when
many
false
Joans
were
preciate the efforts of the orches- modities must be willing to make
nette Bowman; Two Boys, Jackie
tra by sitting closer. Perhaps they some sacrifices. Some steps have appearing to dupe the country peo- as Nicholas adequately; he fits
Bowman, William Campbell.
were afraid they would be attack- already been taken by Cordell Hull ple with false visions and pre- well in the role of standard hero,
ranged miracles. The play deals and he managed to impart a cerThe Candle Bearers for the proed by run-away muisicians or pos- in this direction, so far the conith one of these Joans; her entry tain naturalness to even the long- cessional are Ruth Hill, Grace
sibly they just couldn't face the sequences have Inot been harmto a peasant family living near est of his philosophic speeches. In- Hiteshew, Dorothy Potter, and
ful.
ferior
to
these
were
the
characLorraine;
their
belief
in
her
authenCarolin Sandlin.
Why not try; other methods have
Let us keep in mind the next
ticity as the resurrected Joan, and terizations of Simon and Edite,
Jack Rich will act as Crucifer.
performance which takes place in failed.
r consequent reform. Even- young lovers of the household, playThe Chapel will open at 7:45,
An Assumption
January and remember that an
ed
by
June
Mutispaugh
and
Robert
tually
her
true
identity
is
revealed
and students are asked to arrive
According to President RooseIrving Berlin has made millions
Both gave an ap- early in order to get seated before
by a woman with whom she stayed Van Beynum.
from the efforts of starving Schu- velt^ .that so-called business re-<
before coming to Lorraine, bu(t
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)
(Continued on page 2, col. 7)
the
berts who have died in poverty.

M S SERVICE TO
BE HELR TONIGHT

Florida Symphony Orchestra Gives
Concert In High School Auditorium
"Music expressed that which
cannot be said, and on which it is
impossible to be silent". Eepresentatives of those who feel this
to be true, those who wouldn't
know, and those who choose the
other side of the fence, go happily,
confusedly and otherwise to all
symphony concerts.
When two people are discussing
a subject and wish to reach an
harmonious agreement, they must
both feel the essence of the topic
and must be careful to mean the
same things. These people may,
through a complete understanding
rightly hold very different opinions. Persons, however, who really
are attempting to p(rove the same
point may reach disharmony because one or both misunderstands,
and may not feel the full value
of a certain word.

I

GREEN IS BEST SPEAKER SUMMERED IN NEW YORK

possible changing of the supper

In accordance with eating at
7:00 o'clock, there is just one point
each for pro and con. In its favor
is the fact that the time from
6:00 P. M. to 7:00 P. M. would
be free for meetings, thereby eliminating after supper meetings, the
evening being given over to studies.
This advantage holds only for
juniors and seniors who are burdened with meetings of all sorts
Lower classmen would gain relatively nothing by the later eating
hour.
Against the 7:00 o'clock suppe:
is the very strong fact that thi
evening would be made much
shorter. Also, meetings held during the hour before Beanery would
have to call time out for showers
and dressing.
The student body will be given
vote as to its preference of the
dinner hour, on which results the
schedule will be based accordingly.
The Student Council voted in fair of sending two representatives
to the National Student's Federation Assembly in Albuquerque, N
The representatives. Mink
Whitelaw and Davitt Felder
attending the meeting to be held
December 28 to January in order
to discuss the students from all
ges new forms of student gov-

I

Don't forget to register before you leave for vacation.

Dartmouth and Rollins Debate in Theatre

Collection Contains Mention Wednesday morning at eleven- hour. Should Beanery be at 6:46
of Famous Thespians
twenty o'clock the Rollins Folklore P. M. or 7:00 P. M.?
Society under the direction of M:
John Rae presented three acts of
"The Play of Mr. Punch" in
Annie Russell Theatre. The set
upon which this play was given
was most unusual. The stage upon which the actors acted was six
feet atwve the regular stage and
was completely equipped with its
own proscenium and wings. The
puppets themselves wore odd costumes and are to be commended for
their realistic movements. A word
should be said here about the history of this century old play. The
part of Mr. Punch was first played
by the original producer, Paccini,
whose performance of this character was far superior in every

(Complete Campus Coverage)
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Spread th B Word
War?

Reporter Praises Players In Student
Play, ^'She Passed Through Lorraine'^
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Council
MRS. DICK GIVES MR. BACHELLER | China's Shrine in Hands of Invader WRITER PRAISES
PUNCH AND JUDY Student
Holds Important
STUDENT PUY
WRITES BOOR
Meeting Monday
OLD PROGRAMS
SHOW GIVEN HERE
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
for his wife until she came .When
she did come, Punch rebuked her
for her ill raising of their baby
and chased her off the stage to
get it. As soon as she had brought
it, he told her to get off again
and he began to love and caress
the child. However, he soon tired
of the baby, lost his temper, and
tossed it into the audience. When
his wife returned to rebuke him
for the action, he killed her for
criticizing him and awaited the
arrival of his new love, Pretty Poll.
Upon her arrival they met, caressed, and began to dance as the
first scene ended.
The second act began with the
impressive ceremony of a courtier
between two masks who stretched
out his neck to five times its natural length, looked at both masks
and slowly retracted it again. As
soon as this rite had been performed, Mr. Punch came on the
stage and started to talk about
taking a ride to see his Pretty Poll
H'^^—"or, his \-o
went on a
, ..^•. r.nd b;)ckr^l until it had
hm',
ded, on the
ground. A doctt.i ;hen came
and began to miiiisi-er unto hii
Playfully Punch kicked him in f
eye and the doctor left the stage
howling. However, he soon came
back and began to give Mr. Punch
a "Physic" to make him well. This
"Physic" consisted of beating Mr.
Punch with a stick. While the
doctor was beating Mr. Punch, Mr.
Punch was humble and begged for
mercy, but, when Punch got the
stick, he beat the doctor mercilessly to death. Mr. Punch then began to sing and make merry over
the thought of seeing Pretty Poll.
A servant then came in and informed Punch that he would have
to be more quiet as he was disturbing the master. Punch immediately told Tiim that his master should have a better appreciation of music and began to fight
with him only to kill him after a
short struggle.
In the third act a blind man
accosted Mr. Punch for a halfpenny. Because he coughed in
Punch's face. Punch got angry and
threw him off of the stage, telling
him that he did not believe in being

Aricraft
SILK D O C K I N G S
Chic begins with fitted
itockings!
Artcraft'ii
Magic F i t proportioned:
s t o c k i n g s in 3 lengths:;
shorty average^ long, also in,
proportioned - to- foot -sizes,,
are the smartest you can
buy . . . and the wisest;
investment!
Exquisite New Colors

$1.00 to $1.95

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
Who" has nothing to do with social ratings.
Selected by a comparison of lists
drawn up by the Student Council
and Faculty separatel, the eleven
outstanding Rollins students are:
Robert MacArthur, Mink Whitelaw, Davitt Felder, Lew Wallace,
George Waddell, Catherine Bailey,
Sarah Dean, Helen Brown, Elizabeth Myers, Emily Showalter,
and Jeanne Gillette.
A petition filed by the Rifle
Team for money appropriations
was not granted for this term.
However, the Student Council is
in favor of the organization and
promises to take action directly
at the start of the Winter term.
More will be granted for the material necessary to construct the
Dewar Course range of fire and
a building in which to store the
rifles.
bothered by such people. Directly
after this Punch began to sing
again but did not sing long because an officer approached him
to arrest him. Punch knocked h
down. Another officer, Mr. Ketch,
then came in and he "Ketches" it
in the head. However, the two
officers soon arise and successfully
lead Mr. Punch to prison for hii
crimes. Outside of his cell Mr
Punch watched them building the
gallows on which they were planning to hang him. However, he
cracked jokes saying that it was
a nice fruit tree that they had
planted but that it was too bad
that someone had already put a
ladder there to reach the fruit for
Uicit purposes. The two officers
then came after him again, but he
informed them thai he had deded that he had better stay in the
ill.
However, they routed him
out and led him to the gallows.
When they reached the gallows, he
pretended that he did not know
how to place his head in the noose.
The guard then proceeded to show
him, explaining all of the details
very carefully. Punch then took
advantage of the opportunity and
hanged the hangman. After he
had done this, he watched the pall
bearers remove the corpse. Then,
he began to sing of his own courage and how he would fight the
Devil if he wanted a fight. The
Devil himself then appeared and
Started to dance toward Punch.
Punch told him that he was his
best friend and that he would not
hurt his best friend for the world.
However, the Devil begins to tussle with Mr. Punch and to prod
him with his pitchfork. Punch accepts the challenge and killed the
Devil. The curtain then comea
down with Mr. Punch waving the
corpse of the Devil around in the
and singing for joy that he
had beaten the Devil.
Characters — Puppits: Punch,
Robinhood Rae; Judy, Hildegarde
Rees; Scaramouch, William Page;
Pretty Poll, Eleanor Giessen; Doctor, Marie Howe; Servant, Eleanor Giessen; Blind Man, William
Page; Officer, Marie Howe; Jack
Ketch, Hildegarde Rees; The Devil,
Eleanor Giessen. Showman, Davitt
A. Felder; Fiddler, William Vos-

GREETINGS
May we extend to our many
friends at

ROLLINS
our sincere good wishes for
a very

MERRY XMAS
and a

HAPPY
NEW YEAR
L o u i s ' h a s t h e loveliest selection of lovely l i n g e r i e
and a c c e s s o r i e s e v e r s h o w n .
No g i f t will b e m o r e a p p r e c i a t e d t h a n one f r o m
Louis'.

•
WINTER PARK
BRANCH

(Ontinued from page 1, col. 1)

Eleven Students Are
Picked For "Who's
Who" College Group

large part of the collection
burg. Stage Assistants—Edelweiss
Hefty, Peggy Cass. Directress:
, John Rae. Designer of sets
and marks, Mr. John Rae.

ROLLS DEVELOPED
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Most r e a s o n a b l e prices

LOUIS'
at Orlando
Shop Smart W«

DON'T FORGET CORSAGES

FEATURING . . .

PRESSING
WHILE YOU WAIT
also
ALTERATIONS
AND REPAIRS
Prompt Service
•

WINTER PARK
BRANCH
OKI.ANIM) STKA.M LAUNDUY
30K E. Park Ave.

Phone 418

FOR THE

FRESHMAN DANCE
ON T H U K S D A Y
G a r d e n i a s , OrchidH, RoHen, C a r n a t i o n a
IKKK

(4) A standard
ment similar to Phi Beta Kappa.

Headlines

"Vanity Fair" to English majors means Becky
Sharp and her nastiness, but to those in the know it
means the tops in lingerie.

Jock Rabbit Co.*'*'

Attention Rollins
•
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of
great value to special students of jects this year will cove
pear
'ness. whidi I
the drama and the theatre inas- imflortant period in the history of
sometimes took the form of overmuch as it embraces rare material Florida and will reveal the signifiacting. But aside from this o^
cance
of
landmarks
such
as
plantanot elsewhere to be found. Stucasional strain, they filled tbei,
dents specializing in this field will tions, churches, old buildings, forts,
parts well enough. Walter Royil]
find it accessible for their study battle sites, etc., in the history
had, in his part of the old Pieri^
and
development
of
Florida,"
said
and apureciation."
the type of role which has b^
Mr. Bacheller in commenting on
come his standard and in which bt
de- the subject of the contest, "HisMr. De Blois vho was
excels. He stole scene after sce>
voted patron of the theatre, col- toric Landmarks in My County".
\\ith apparent ease, and never f»il.
lected the items throughout his life
A blockhouse built of palmetto
ed to attain an audience reaction,
time. A large portion of the col- logs surrounded by dense Florida
Robinhood Rae, as Robert. Pierre'i
lection is composed of material wilderness; t h e
lonely burial
brother, blustered to good advin.
gathered during the many years ground of an Indian tribe; formidtage, if sometimes a little too ob- '
he lived abroad.
able fortresses constructed of coviously. Peggy Bashford seemed
The collection has been placed quina stone, defying the ravages
badly cast in the role of Blanche,
on file in the College Library and of times; ruins of plantations and
the dominating wife, but she over,
is available to the public especially sugar mills operated during the
came this difficulty to some ex.
those who are conducting research English occupation; solitary re^
tent. Mary Acher did not entirely
mains of missions whose bells have
into the history of the theatre.
fullfill the possibilities in her part
Included in the collection are long siince ceased to peal forth,
as Second Cousin Marie, a spinhundreds of theatre programs dat- and vivid evidences of the courage
ster with an aura of gentility
ing from 1862 to 1917. represent- of pioneer families in their settleHowever, her performance se&med
iing many old theatres in New York ment of the frontier a century
adequate. Rachel Harris filled her
City no longer in existence. The ago, are a few of the subjects
minor role of Yvette competently,
City of Boston is represented by which will be selected by contestI
John Lonsdale and John Buckwalprograms includinig a valuable ants.
The history contest is open to
ter added a great deal of comedy
group dated from 1856 to 1895. A
in their roles of troubadors.
scrap-book containing Boston news- every student in junior and senior
paper clippings includes interest- classes of public or private high
Special attention should be giving feature articles on such sub- schools. It was founded to stimuen the work of Dudley Darling,
late "greater interest among the
jects as "The Value of Applause"
playing his first role on the Annie
high school students of Florida in
"What Is Our Public!", and news
Russell stage, for his interpretaFlorida history." Two gold medals,
reports of the final performance
tion of Father Michael, the lean
awarded personally by Mr. Bachelof Charlottle Cushman
and wily priest.
He is worth •
ler, are offered as prizes for the
stage.
watching
as a future actor of merit
two best essays submitted,
Technical details were carried
One of the most prized items in
out very well, especially the lightthis portion of the collection
Joshua Coffin Chase, president
ing effects in the first act, and
souvenir program of the Boston of the Florida Historical Society,
the direction was, as always, exMuseum date May 25-30, 1903, the whose leadership in the work of
cellent. This was Miss Clara Butlast week of the Museum's exis- preserving Florida's history is proler's farewell appearance as a Roltence as a theatre. This program nounced, is honorary chairman of
lins director, and her work has kept
contains a history of the Boston the contest committee, and Prots high standard up to the end.
Museum.
fessor Hanna is chairman.
She also designed the settings,
Be8Uty seldom means much to grim men of war—relentless fighters
Another interesting and prized
Members of the contest commitBUCh
as
tho
Japanese
pictured
in
top
photo—advancing
cautiously
which
gave the actors a decided
relic is a program, printed on silk, tee include: Joshua C. Chase,
over ruina of destroyed houses as they pushed past the magnificent
dvantage in that their performfrom Daly's Fifth Avenue Theatre honorary chairman. Prof. A. J .
tomb of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, father of the Chinese republic, and on
nce
was
set off by a background
under date of April 28, 1876. The Hanna, chairman. W a t t Marchto Nanking. The imposing mausoleum, shrine of all China, shown
emarkable for its decorative qualiin lower photo, was almost the only structure left unburned by
play was "Pique", and in the cast man, secretary, Rodman Lehman,
ties and for the manner in which
C5iinese retreating to Nanking's walls. They said: "^ven the
were Maurice Barrymore, J o h n Rose Mills Powers, Mrs. Albert
Japanese will not desecrate this tomb."
it caught the spiirit of the play,
Drew, Georgianna Drew, and Mrs. Shaw, W. F . Yust, Rhea Marsh
Details of costuming might also
Smith, Winter Park; Olive BrumG. H. Gilbert.
commended.
baugh,
H.
J.
Chaffer,
Robert
A.
In a grouping of programs pubThese student plays a 5 laboralished between 1863 and 1875 are Robertson, Orlando; Karl Lehtory productions; it is
mistake
found names of such famous thes- mann, Tavares; Mrs. F . L. Ezell,
to ju(dge them by
pians as John Gilbert, Maurice Lee^jurg; John B. Stetson, Jr.,
standards or to expect them to
Barrymore, John Drew, Fanny DeLand; Natalie Lamb, Mrs. M. L.
(Continued from page 1, col. 4) attain a height of perfection not
Davenport, Mrs. C. H. Gilbert, Stanley, Daytona Beach; Mrs. Fred
in the power of the young actor.
Lewis Pattee, Coronado Beach;
Eleven members of the student
Kate Claxton, Lawrence Barrett,
Frank E. Jennings, Mrs. Sue body were chosen to 'nave their cession is just an assumption.
They should be accepted for what
Annie Clarke, Lota, John T. RayWhen the President was remind they are; in spontaneity and enA. Mahorner, Mrs. H. L. Richmond, biographies printed in the "WHO'S
mond, Salvini, Charlotte Cushman,
Jacksonville; Re. Rev. Abbot F. WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN ed of the recent speeches of Sec thusiasm lies their value as a
Edwin Booth, Adelaide Neilson, Sadlier, St. Leo; R. W. Blacklock, AMERICAN UN-VERSITIES AND retaries Roper and Wallace and of
phase of college activity which inEdward H. Southern, and many Mrs. William L. Goethe, Gaines- COLLEGES. Those students se- Jesse Jones, chairman of the
cidentally prepares the individual,
others.
ville; Clara M. Jackson, Adalberto lected from this campus were: F. C, favoring speedy tax
if not for a career in acting, at
Robert
MacArthur,
Mink
WhitePrograms starring Edwin Booth Ramirez, Tampa; Marguerite V.
he asserted that he had nothing to least for any situation in life re^ere for productions of "Richard Drennen, AUenhurst; Dr. John C. law, Davitt Felder, Lew Wallace, add to what he had said regarding quiring self-confidence and knowlII", "Hamlet", "Brutus", and Gifford, Coral Gables; R. L. Gould- George Waddell, Catherine Bailey, the subject in his message to the edge of character. Often they are
Sarah Dean, Helen Brown, ElizaRichlieu".
ing. Ft. Lauderdale; Mrs. T. M.
too much evaluated by result, by
beth Myers, Emily Showalter, and special session of Congress.
Included in a group issued be- McDuffee, Manatee; Mrs. Roy V. Jeanne Gillette.
When questioned concerning the surface facility, rather than what
tween 1875 and 1882 are programs Ott, Ocala; Mrs. Marjorie Kinnan
This is the fourth year of pub- N. L. R. B. interference with the went into the production and what
starring Joe Jefferson as Bob Acres Rawlings, Hawthorne; Mrs. Char- lication for the Collegiate Who's freedom of the press by subpoena- its workers and audience actually
'he Rivals", Sarah Bernhardt les W. Ten Eick, Hollywood; Julier Who.
The book incorporates all ing a New York magazine editor got out of it. Rollins is interestYonge, Pensacola.
Camille" and "Frou-Frou",
the features ,i<oasible concerning who had attacked the board, the
correlation; in this play, hisThomas Keene in "Richard III", I
the college world in the hope that President said he knew too little tory is correlated with art, literait will prove both informative and about the subject to make a stateialvini in "The Gladiator", and
ture
with
dramatic mechanism, ininteresting.
ment.
Hamlet", and Annie Russell, who I put my trust and faith in . you
dividual developnnent of role with
i'as associated for some years with I thought I could rely
In regard to the utilities ques- collective teamwork under direcIt is the only method on a naBut
now
I
disillusioned
am,
Rollins College before her death,
tional basis of recognition for col- tion the President disclosed that tion. What more could one ask in
I wish that I might die,
Esmeralda".
lege students. The plan has the he had read Wendell K. Wilkie's the way of success t h a n these
I made you ideal you see
:ores of feature articles per- And so I copied you.
endorsement of the executive com- memorandum on the subject and weeks of active benefit to its partaining to personages and happen- But I should have copied
planning to discuss the subject ticipants and two evenings of enmittee of the National Students
ngs in the theatre world in the
Federation of America and t h e with a number of people in the tertainment to its spectators?
else,
eighties" form a valuable part of
future.
Southern
Intercollegiate
Associa'Cause now I'm flunking too.
he collection, and particularly
it's his teeth, perhaps fuses to make statements on public
—The Mercer Cluster, tion for women as well as the past
valuable, it is said, are copies of
presidents of several college
it's his fishing trip, perhaps it's matters such as these, it's pretty
old Boston papters published besomething else, but when the Chief hard to understand how he can
"Mother love is largely a matter ganizations.
tween 1806 and 1820.
of saving mother's face. Mothi
Through this book deserving Executive is so vaguely informed realize that there is no such thing
A scrap-book in the collection don't want their daughters to fail students will be brought before the as to what is happening' and re- existing as a business recess.
contains pictures of famous old in school because it reflects on th( business world. The number of stuthreatres which existed in the mother and is socially awkward.' dents selected from each institueighteenth and nineteenth centur- Dr. William Allen Neilson, presi- tion is limited and is never n
well as pictures of homes dent of Smith College thinks th( than one and one-half per cent of
of celebrated actors.
"sacredness' of mother love it the student body.
December 15, 1937
A copy of the Boston Commer- mainly poppycock. —The Howard
The four mail purposes of th(
cial Directory of 1871 containing Crimson.
publication are:
obituary notices of the most imRollins College
portant actor* and actresses of is made up of foreign programs,
(1) For students to g-et th.
the time, a scrap-book of news- representing many of the theatres most out of their college careers;
Winter Park, Fla.
paper and magazine articles deal- in England, the Comedie Francaise
(2) A means of compensation
ng with developments in the the- and other French theatres from
atrical world, and a series of pro- 1890 to 1935, and Italian theatres for work already done;
Dear Rollins Sollege Shoppers:
grams of the best plays produced from 1002 to 1912.
(3) A recommendation
during the period of 1919 to 1927
business and social world;
ther items in the collection,

DELIVERY

LUCY L i m E SHOP

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM
is served exclusive
in the Beanery,

Young modems' who want to achieve the ultimate
in.smooth fit need only to visit DICKSON-IVES and
get Vanity Fair's delightfully comfortable and meticulously tailored lingerie. Slips have taken on a new
importance with the rising hemline. Get a Vanity
Fair slip with adjustable straps and hem, so that it
won't be said about you that '*it's snowing down
south'*.
Vanity Fairs are the perfect gift for a feminine
Christmas^. Delight your loved ones at home with a
gift from DICKSON-IVES and remember it is the
place for your Southland fashions. Merry Xmas and
Happy New Year!
A Rollins College Shopper.
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THE

By DON BRADLEY

The next morning we arose at
six in order to catch the train
to Enns. When we arrived at the
station we discovered that no one
spoke English, and Ted and I between us could barely say "Thank
you" in German. There was a
terrific commotion for ten minutes,
with a great deal of hand waving
and stuttering. Finally we were
led to a train and shoved on but
due to a slight misunderstanding
somewhere along the line we went
right through Enns and got off at
Linz twenty kilometers farther on.
Of course Godfrey wasn't there
to meet us, but luckily enough he
had seen our reclining figures on
the train as it pulled out of Enns
and jumping in a taxi tore over
the road to Linz.
He strode into the station red of
face and looking about him hurriedly. I saw him first, and oh
what a sight he was, all togged
with shiny cavalry boots and little fatigue cap. He had a sabre
big enough to scare most anyone,
in his hand.
I yelled at him, and he turned
towards me; yes it was the same
old "Kelly", tow-head, blue eyes,
broad smile lighting up his face.
We shook hands heartily, and only
then I realized that there was a
girl with him.
I don't know how many of you
have heard of Gusti Huber, but she
was something of a legend around
the K. A. House last year. If you
want to know who inspired our
intramural crew to victory, ask
"Joe" Knowles or "Mo" Miller;
they'll tell you about Gusti and
those Berlin to Winter Park telephone calls.
It isn't my object here to rave
about women, but for one who is a
famous German film star, Gusti is
as unspoiled and beautiful as any
I ever hope to meet.
For two happy days the four of
us stayed at the little country Inn
eating, sleeping and taking long
walks through the countryside
along the banks of the blue Danube,
which incidentally looked
green to me.
The second evening the town of
Enns, population five hundred, got
wind of Gusti's presence, and Ted,
Godfrey and I had the dubious
pleasure of sitting in the diningroom of the Inn (Gaus haus it is
called in Austria) while G u s t i
signed autographs by the dozen.
She was a good sport about it, but
"Kelly" acted a bit peeved, though
there was a proud smile on his
face which made me guess that he
was only showing manly displeasure at such goings on.
The morning- of the third day,
future Lieutenant Godfrey Koechert had to go back to his horses,
and Ted, Gusti and I went back to
Vienna, where Gusti took the plane
for Berlin and the U. F. A.
Studios.
Ted and I were off for Munich
the next day, but before we left

Going North
For Christmas?

we went to see two of Miss Huber's films, and we are now of the
opinion that Gusti is above all else
a good actress, one that would do
credit to Hollywood, though she
herself would prefer the New York
Munich was sombre, and though
the people were bustling, they
seemed heavier in tone and action
than the Viennese. On the whole,
however, it is a delightful city,
and it goes without saying that
the beer is superb. The streets
were crowoded with men in uniforms of all types and descriptions, it seemed as if all Germany
were in an army of some sort.
Which fact made me recall a quotation that I had heard in France:
"The Germans are never happy
without a uniform, and the French
are never happy with one."
I did notice that Munich, except for the old section, seemed
more like America than England,
the People, the buildings, the hotels, the meals and the cleanliness.
We went out to see the new
German Art museum, but found it
closed, so we spent several minutes admiring the edifice Itself,
which is modem in design, finely
proportioned and built of a beautiful stone. Travertine, a type never found in the States.
Rather tired from travelling over
two thousand miles in ten days,
we arrived back in Paris, Sunday
the seventh of November. I was
still in a quandray as to just what
to do about my classes at the Sorbonne which were supposed to start
the next day.
I went to see Dr. Krans once
more and between us we decided
that if I wanted a degree I had
better go back to Rollins. Nothing
adverse to the idea, I now plan to
see the town of Winter Park in
all its glory shortly after New
Yeatfs, that is if nobody* reads
this, because forewarned is forearmed, and you't can't tell what
those brothers of mine may do to
keep me away. HI YA boys.

•

H a n s e n Gloves for d r i v ing
Black cape skin with ridged
fingers for gripping the
wheel.

•

B o t a n y Wool M u f f l e r s
In varied colored plaid patterns. Very chic. Also warm.

$3.50
$1.95
• Wool Socks

r r was just 150 years ago that
the first band of pioneers, acting under the Ohio Company's
land purchases and the provisions of the great Ordinance of
1787, left Massachusetts on the
tirst long nip to the mouth ot
the Muskingum on the Ohio
river.
Camping on the Youghlogheny,
above Pittsburgh, after the cold,
disheartening struggle across the
trackless Alleghanies. they were
joined by a second group. Boats
were built and the party floated
down the river, out of the winter
of the mountains into the spring
of the Ohio Valley to fimlly land
at what is now Marietta.

Items Worth; Mentioning
1. The Opera in Vienna was
better staged than in Paris.
2. American cigarettes cost 28
cents in France, 60 cents in Vienna and over two dollars in Munich.
3. During the Ethiopian w a r
Italy bought big guns from Germany and paid for them with Austrians bonds, so that now Germany
practically controls all the Austrian railroads, banks, steelworks,
etc.
4. The absence of news from
the Austrian and German newsreels was remarkable.
5. Everyday was tag day in
Munich, and if you didn't give at
least 50 phennig (about 28 cents)
you received dirty looks from the
colored shirts of all kinds.
6. The German beer halls are
as large as American auditoriums.
7. Tipping was not expected in
Austria and Germany. The ten
percent on the bill was considered
enough. Quite a relief after all
the hands outstretched in France.
8. Opera in Vienna during Intermission, the singers were called
on the stage thirteen times because of applause that was gen9. France is much cheaper to
live in than either Austria or Germany, and the German exchange
acted insulted when I asked for
French Francs, said they didn't
have any.

W h e t h e r you ride, drive,
wheel, o r e n t r a i n , you'll
heed s o m e w a r m c l o t h i n g .

pLODDlNG slowly along beside
their ox-drawn c o v e r e d
wagon, a company o£ 37 hardy
young adventurers, garbed In
buckskin and homespun clothing,
and carrying heavy flintlock
rifles, follow a winding trail
across eastern United States.
Steadily they march along, 12
miles a day, toward their distant
goal—3000 miles away. Before
they abandon their long trek the
path will lead across New York
state and Pennsylvania Into
Ohio, and on through Indiana,
Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Michigan.
This ts 1937—the age ot speed
and modern distance-annihilating inventions. Pioneers In buckskin departed from the American
scene years ago.
But it ts true. In pioneei
fashion, this modem company—
an exact duplicate of the famed
Ohio Company nt 1787—are retracing the trail of those first
adventurers who left their New
England homes and hraved the
wilderness to build a new nation
in the Northwest Territory.
This IS the nation's tribute to
the settlers of the rich Northwest
Territory upon the sesqul-centennial anniversary o ' their adventure. Allhoush the nrieinal
route of Gen. Rufus Putnam's
originaJ band led only f:nm Ipswich, Mass.. to Marietta. Ohio,
the modem company will continue on througti the other states
formed from the first territorial
acquisition of young America.

Corona Portable
Typewriters
See the three latest models of
Corona, the Standard, Sterling
and Silent. They include every
modern improvement, are light
in weight, and long wearing.
The Corona was the original
portable machine, and still holds
the best basic patents on small
typewriter construction. Easy
terms of sale and you can pay
as you use. $5 cash and $4 per
month buys a 1938 model.

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C O M P A N Y
39 East Pine St.
Orlando

CAMPUS
Personalities
On the left side of Carnegie Hall
there is a desk at which is seated
the person who knows more about
Rollins, student and faculty doings
and whereabouts than any one else
in the school. This lady is Mrs.
Cass, retired registrar. Mrs. Cass
resigned her position in favor of
Miss Treat but a few years ago,
intending, at the time, to retire
ompletely, but Rollins contagion
had gotten her and she had to
On the subject of Christmas and
happenings of that period Mrs.
Cass told me a story of the trip
that the football team made during the Christmas vacation in
1923..
"Goodwill consolidated the townspeople and the college to such a
large extent that, when the college
announced their intention of sending the football squad to Havana
to play during the holidays, it
seemed only natural that the town
should be well-represented on the
trip.
"The trip is unworthy of note
for it was quite uneventful. When
arrived at (Our destination,
ever, things took on an entirely different aspect. We were
greeted by all the celebrities that
they were able to arouse for the
occasion and escorted into the center of the city by an auto parade.
"During the afternoon the ladies
who were on the trip visited all
the curio shop^pes in the town. We
were surprised at the wide variety
of shoppes as well as the variety
of goods which they carried.
Having been told that one of
most famous places in the
town was Sloppy Joe's bar we went
on a tour of inspection.
"The football game itself had
something new as well as different
to offer. We were all calmly
seated in the grandstand preparatory to watching the game when a
huge fleet of ambulances drove
onto the field and drew up on the
sidelines causing a great amount of
furror among the American spec-

THREl

SANDSPUR

Modern 'Pioneers' Relive 1787 Trek
of Settlers to Northwest Territory

LIVING IN EUROPE

(Continued from Recent Issue)

ROLLINS

Soldiers in colonial uniforms, and villagers In early American
dress bid farewell to the 1937 "pioneers" In buckskin and coonskin caps as the; start the march from Ipswich, Mass., to Marietta.
O. Their covered wagon is in the background.
The Northwest Territory and
the greatness it has achieved as
six individual states found Its
origin here.

hardships—are to be faithfully
reproduced by the modern caravan. Near the site of the original
meeting place, the youths will
again cut trees to build boats to
carry them down the Ohio.
After landing at Marietta they
will continue onward visiting
major cities of the six states. Six
nights a week, throughout the
entire four months* lourney, the
party takes part In pageants,
staged by local groups in each
city.
The entire celebration is spon-

sored by the government, augmented by Individual celebrations at the various cities along
the route of march. The yoimg
men who are making the trip
are college students, selected
from 5000 applicants. They have
undergone special training for
the endeavor. They will receive
$1 a day during the trip and a
bonus of $100 when the venture
Is completed.
Ipswich turned back time to
bid the travelers Godspeed as
they departed Dec. 3. Soldiers
in colonial uniforms and villagers in colonial attire turned out
to say goodby. And there were
tearful farewells as wives and
sweethearts saw their men embark on an adventure, not ns
dangerous, but nearly as thrilling as that of ISO years ago.

Xmas Carol Vesper
Odyssey Rea,d By
Service To Be Held
Students, Faculty
In Chapel Thursday
At Home of Holt
On Thursday evening, December
16, at 5:15, a Christmas Carol Vesper service will be presented in
the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
The Rollins A Cappella choir,
under the direction of Mr. Honaas,
will sing a number of Christmas
anthems and Christmas carols.
Mr. Siewart, organist, will offer
several selections appropriate to
the Christmas season.
The congregation will be invited
to join in the singing of several
familiar Christmas carols.
tato(rs. Incidentally these preparatory measures were not used
and we won all three of the games
that we scheduled to play while
there.
"As a piarting salute the Civic
Club gave a dance on New Year's
eve in our honor. It was a type
of dance with which we were not
familiar and consequently one
which entertained us tremendously. People danced and stopped to
talk with little or no regard for
the music. It was all very queer
and enjoyable.
"I honestly think that that affair
is one of the fondest memories
of Christmas for all those of the
faculty, students and townspeople
who had the privilege of going."

Last Thursday evening President
Holt, with the aid of Professor
Armstrong and Dr. Cole, started
oral reading of the Odyssey, described by President Holt and all
literary critics as "the greatest
romantic epic ever written".
At the first meeting which
also the last meeting of this term,
Professor Armstrong gave an introductory talk, covering the main
points and characteristics of the
novel. Second only to the Illiad,
the Odyssey is the story of Ulysses' wanderings on his return from
Troy to Ithica. Although this type
of novel has been used from the
earliest times, it is the simple and
straightforword style of Homer,
who made no effort to moralize,
that makes it famous.
The book from which the group
is reading is a fine translation by
T. E. Shaw, better known as Lawrence of Arabia.
President Holt extends to
those interested in the readings a
cordial invitation, both students and
faculty. Beginning in the Winter
term on the fifth of January,
readings will be held every Wednesday evening starting promptly
at 7:30 o'clock.

Student Commends Work Of Dr.
Holt And Curriculum Committee
The fall term is ended and nearly four hundred students are making their plans for the Christmas
holidays. The end of this term
marks another step in the history
and progress of the college. Thanks
to Dr. Hamilton Holt, Rollins has
)r stood still in the advancement of education. Ever since Dr.
Holt's appointment as president,
thte college has been out in front,
leading the way to better methods
of educating young people for successful lives and definite places
in the changing world. And as
the world changes, so does the educational plan of Rollins.
This term, two committees have
been at work to map out a new curriculum for the college. One of
e is composed of faculty members, the other of students. Their
reports are expected to be presented to the faculty and administration either before Christmas or
directly after. The two committees have been working entirely
dependent of each other, and the
decisions they have reached are
del different. It is to be hoped,
perhaps even supposed, that something important to the academic
world will come out of the reports
)ne or both of these committees.
Six years ago, there were two
other committees appointed for the
same purpose. When their reports
were published, it was found that
the faculty had achieved something
of real value. The student report
was, therefore, discarded. Out of

the faculty committee was bom
for Rollins the Conference Plan.
This plan has successfully educated most of the students who
have come here for the past six
•years. There was no reason to believe that it would not serve the
same purpose for six or ten more
years. Everyone was satisfied.
But Dr. Holt looked into the future
and saw that the danger of a progressive college would be to stagnate; that the plan which was revolutionary six years ago would
settle into complacent conservatism six years hence. ,
So he again took the heavy burden of pfTogress on his own shoulders and started forward. Then he
came upon the germ of an idea,
which grew to full fruition in his
mind, and soon materialized in the
form of the two committees.
Rollins is indeed fortunate to
have such a man at its helm. To
us, he is the college, but more than
that, to him the college is everything. Unerring, yet human, he
goes forward, bowing his head
against the flying arrows of criticism, and proceeding, unscathed,
toward the golden success which
will inevitably fall to him and to
the college.
All that he asks is that the students have faith in him. Nothing
can be done without faith. So
let us stand by him, and when the
new curriculum plans appear, let
us judge them impartially, thus
helping in the building of a newer
Rollins.

lustrations, with only the girl on
each team giving rebuttal. In an
audience decision taken by Robert
Lado acting as chairman, the negative won by a close decision. The
Rollins speakers were praised by
the high school debating coach for
adapting the question so well to a
D e b a t e r s P r e s e n t P r o g r a m A t high school audience.
H i g h School
Dr. Edwin O. Grover, Rollins
Professor of books, in a very fine
DR. G R O V E R G I V E S B O O K S and brief speech presented a valuable book prize to the Orlando
One of the important events of High School library, inscribed by
the week in the speech department Dr. Hamilton Holt, in recognition
was the presentation of the as- of the high scholarship of Walter
sembly program at the Orlando Beach Danlicker in his freshman
Senior high school under the direc- year at Rollins.
tion of Professor Harry R. Pierce,
Speech interest in all the surconsisting of a debate and presen- rounding high schoools is being entation of book prize by Dr. Edwin couraged, and the Orange County
0. Grover.
Bar association will again present
The question for debate was "Re- a cup to the winner in the intersolved that the National Labor scholastic contest sponsored by
Relations Board should be empow- Rollins College.
ered to enforce arbitration of all
The main event of this week is
industrial disputes," with the af- a debate on the above question
firmative side upheld by Everett between Rollins and Stetson beFarnsworth and Marie Louise fore the Winter Park chamber of
Smith, and the negative discussed commerce Wednesday evening, with
by Edna Pearl Harmon and Irving Everett Farnsworth and Irving
Felder. Each speech was well giv- Felder up|holding the affirmative
en and enlivened by jokes and il- for Rollins.

PROGRAM HELD AT
ORLANDO SCHOOL

Grand Theatre
WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY-^FRIDAY

HE'S BEWITCHED BY HER GLANCE/
SHE'S ENTRANCED WITH ROMANCE/

We hope you are as happy as we with
the holiday season so near.

50c and $1.00
•

C h r i s t m a s Gifts
Don't forget to take along
gifts for the males on your
list. Shop here before you
leave.

AND, have a Merry Christmas

R. C. BAKER, INC
at the comer, downtown

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Ollie Daugherty, Campus Agents

It's a pleasure to take this opportunity to wish you
a perfect vacation.

ANDERSON:S
"The Pleasantest Place in Town"
STARTING SATURDAY—"MERRY-GO-ROUND OF T938"

THE

FOUR

cessity to protect individual properties situated within the war zone.
American^,
Published Weekly by Undergraduate Students through their own heedlessness and direct
oi Rollins.
disobedience to warnings boarded a boat
bound for the United States', when the boat
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H THE FOLLOWING was sunk, as the Germans had threatened it
would be, it formed one of the links in the
EniTORIAL
chain of events which ultimately drew us' inUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, weU- to the great slaughter,
u'unded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet ience to orders. Americans in Nanking reBS gritty and energetic as its name imflies, v:
Now again comes stories to us of dis'ob
torious in single combat and therefore without
fused to leave the city. They wished to
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in c\
protect their interests in China. If their
dilation: all these will be found ufon investigation
they are bound to lose both! Should the
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
lives mean less to them than their property
SANDSPUR.
remaining Americans' pay for the bullheadedness of this small parcel of humanity with
their lives
Should a whole cross'-section
1937
Member
1938
of humanity be sarificed for the sake of
Rssocided OD'Jegide Press
childish repayment of anti American atroDistributor of
city?

SnUtna S>an&flpur

ROLLINS
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THE LITTLE HOUSE WITH THE BIG CHIMNEY

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 13. 1937

STUDENT
OPINION
Student Editor:
I realize that getting out a
paper is a tough job, BUT I
believe that if you're going to put
out, it ought to be done right!
Here are some criticisms that I
feel sure many Rollins students
will agree with me on.
First: Don't you ever proof-read
your pan?r? In every issue one
finds headlines tacked onto the
wrong articles (example: sports
page several issues ago), infomation in the headlines disagreeing
;h what the article says (exple; Dec. 8 issue—"Three Mile
ce To Be Run Dec. 15" while
story beneath says "The annual cross-country grind will be
held Dec. 14—"), and other such
careless mistakes. Rollins is a small
school. There is no excuse for
flagrantly mis-spelling so many
student's names through poor typesetting, poor Rl-oof-read ing, or
careless writing in the first place.
There are at least three names
-spelled in the short article
about the Gamma Phi Beta dance
on page six of the Dec. 8 issue.
(Mine is not one of them). This
•ely a random sample. Names
are mis-spelled in wholesale quantities in every issue.
If these mistakes occurred only
sionally there would be no
room for a "kick" but not a Sandspur comes out without its quota
ing errors spread all over

Goliebioie Di6est

Papers' the other day established and substantiated the humor that an American vesMember: Winter ParV Chamber of Commerce;
sel had been sunk in foreign waters by the
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Japanese. They owe us an apology and an
explanation for this. More than an apology
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
they owe us an explanation for having taken
at Interlachen
such an aggressive measure against our
country. Had this incident happened a few
TlLEPHONE 187
years' ago war would have been declared
without hesitation bu the Americans as a
National Adevrtlsing: Representative;
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE. INC.
people do not want war. They want peace
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
and they fully realize that any aggressive re400 North IVIichiffan Avenue, Chicago
action to this aggress'ive measure would result in another world turmoil.
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in
United States $1.60 a term (12 weeks), $2.60 for
Americans are to be congratulated
on
i-wo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
their hesitance. They have learned a costly
i:ntered as second class matter, November 24, 1925, but valuable lesson in the last war. Let's
the post office at Winter Parle, Florida, under the
not forget the price we paid in the last inciof iMarch 3, 1879.
dent and burden future generations with the
war-fears and all the other payments which
EDITORIAL STAFF
the last generation so thoughtles'sly engen
Kditor
ROBERT Mae ARTHUR dered in us.
News Editor
ALFRED B. McCREARY
Managing Editor
PRISCILLA SMITH
Second: For crying out loud!
Sports Editor
WILLIAM BINGHAM
Must we have this slushy, gooey,
Feature Editor
NAN POELLER
Fundamentals of Elementary Biol- baby-talk—this junior high school
Society Editor
HELEN BROWN
ogy: Their Use and Uses Volume stuff we find in Penguin Peggy's
Reading the criticism in the Orlando SenI" and I didn't mean nothin by it
lumn? Such utter drive] about
FEATVREl TVHITSRS
Pegrgy Whiteley, King: MacRury, Fred Liberman. tinel of "She Pass'ed Through Lorraine" one
nohow) and you will be finding
thing with seemingly no intent
Victoria Morgan, Anne Whyte.
wonders at the point of the article. Genone way of killing time I bet you cept to take up space each week
REPORTBaS
erally we are lead to believe that criticism
never even thought of.| You will couldn't make the grade in an eleAnr- Earle, Carl Howland, Jack Rich, Myron Sav- means a review of the good and bad charalso be finding an outlet for the mentary school papier. It's rotten!
age, Jim Edwards, Warren Goldsmith, Louis Bills.
acteristics of a production. The Sentinel,
"Look around and see for yourrom the quality of her column,
self" theory of Psycolic.
Spots before the eyes! Talking in one's sleep! Grouches
e certainly hasn't any room to
Sarah Smith, Edna Garabaldi, Jane Fairbanks, Al however,, initiated a new version of this' art
Brandon.
when they changed the meaning to be a where! All of which is by way of saying that the end of the term
iticize the freshman-class work.
Our story for this week (you
nigh, or fancifully, the term terminates. Are you a rib-counter? thought there wasn't going to be
Well's that's off my chest. The
general dissertion on the night life of a reBUSINESS STAFF
Do you wake up with a bang? Do you inhale? Do you? Why is the one, you old optimist) concerns ir Sandspur is a good paper despite
iusiness Manager
GEORGE FULLER reporter.
infirmapy so crowded? Are we so infirm? The Shadow knows! The a rather haphazard fashion a snow its faults but let's eliminate errors
Advertising Commissioner .. PAUL TWACHTMAN
It would seem to us that neither the Sen- Shadow also know who wants a dirt column. What couple are headed
black horse (Say, wasn't that swell and that baby-day journalism so it
Circulation Manager
THOMAS COSTELLO tinel nor the reporter involved would be for the rocks if "he" doesn't stop tippling? (Tipjpling being a SIN
about Babb winning all those
11 be better.
Asst. Circulation Mgr
ANN ROPER proud of the display of inefficiency on his long associated with taverns, cafes, joints, dives, and —I blush—
bons.) who for no especially good
Grouchy Uppercla
part in his' inability to carry out his assign3ns.) Who is now dating "Phees" when he used to date "Phis"? reason and no bad one either, wa;
ment. The schedule of the Annie Russell What notorious group is now heading for a surprise? Here's an called Coli. Now you can see
Series includes, at the bottom of each an- easy one; who is dissatisfied with which local merchant?
Glasses are only eye-crutches anyway. You wouldn't walk with i
nouncement, the date and time when each
Who would y o u e l e c t to
production is to take place, all carefully in- stooge for Rollins? Nobody has Ah, it has come to come! A cru- limp if your feet don't hurt won't
you ? I'll bet before another year
cluded for the benefit of those extraordinary hung "things" on the flagpole this sade can be launched!
has stumbled by you will count
persons who are able to read. The reporter
. Johnnie says his biggest acThis paragraph should be started as your best friend (i before e)
was most unkind in his accusations for he count is only $56.65. Five fresh- here. Heat is what we need (heat
Next Friday another successful term in
the
very person you wouldn't be
The Cossacks, they came! Tra
are taking a compartment on being that intangible something
represented us as' being most discourteous
caught dead with now. Just imagthe history of Rollins' College will terminate.
in not waiting for his tardy arrival before the Northbound Friday. I know that the buildings of the North ine being caught dead anyhow. Why La! Tra La! "The Don Cossacks!
Students will be returning to their homes
Men who sing in the face of death!
two
df
them
are
girls.
Of
course'
first curtain-call.
are filled with at certain times the very idea is preposterous. Not
throughout the country to spend Christmas
Men whose hearts cry 'If die we
)ne sleeps on the train anyNot only was the slanderous
inference how. Do you? Ask Riley about and upon occasion). Heat for the so when you consider the statistics must, let us dies with music'. Refvacation.
rooms of Chase Hall. And one however. Statistics are amazing
childish
but
more
than
mildly
reflective
of
ugees!
Men without a country!"
A few weeks ago an editorial appeared in
,nrl in his Math 104 who wants more thing, we'll make this a Cam- things when they are hot. H
the Sands'pur entitled Country Club? This an over-developed idea of self-importance. to meet all the football men. Bet- paign, Leg-room in the Baby ever there is nothing in the world —Unquote. The concert was truly
a thrilling and memorable event.
Such
being
the
case,
the
mild
reprimands
ter
still,
ask
Carl
Thompson.
Kinda
editorial brought out the fact that there is
Grand. Imagine "Sam" Phillips quite so outlandish as a little cool
But when Jaroff threaded in and
at the Cinema. If you d a r e ! fact. Fact is another word for staa widespread belief throughout the country which he received at the hands of the ushers cute, I'd say!
out of his group between numbers,
Who is "The Girl With the Bed- Imagine Mort in a parachute. There tistic. Statistic is another word was it for the purpose of a little
Ilia! .; ins is a country club, a school of were not only justifiable but appropriate and
we advocate more courses in child psychology room Eyes"? Nice work if you one has something to chute at. for fact. So there.
all !' . .^nd no work.
pep talk? Was he giving signals?
Forgive me. Imagine the Penguin
for
ushers
so
that
they
may
deal
more
propget
it.
Flash!
Army
beats
We wiio have the privilege of attending
Of course we must content ourHere I insert a little note for the
Navy! Flash! Flash! North Pole asking me to write this. Little did
selves with the prosaic explanation
this college know that this belief is' a false erly with wayward reporters.
she suspect, Well why not a comma proof-readers, those little-s u
Generally, people who attend theatrical lleged found covered with snow.
that he was giving the pitch.
one. We realize that one has to work hard
about heroes o f the roaring
Are two and two still "that way" ? more p|uncuation.
here and that play is secondary to studies. performances do so for the purpose of seepresses. (I like that: little-sung
The orchestra gave its first conthere going to be any 'good'
Can you put ?5.45 worth of dimes about heroes. How do I know they cert of the season last Wednesday
You may say "We know we study hard ing the production, not to be bothered by parties over the wacation? Not
and that getting a degree from Rollins is no late-arriving reporters who are proud of the knowing for an exact certainty, into a glass Full of water without are little-sung about? I don't. evening — Some of the audience
making it overflow? I doubt it.
Please keep patient. Perhaps you'd seemed quite disturbed when the
cinch, so what do we care what people disturbance which they c a u s e by their and fearing to deviate from the
Can you enter a room and in better not mess with this. I know concert began and there was an
"metropolitan fashionability" and their un- paths of rectitude and veracity, I
think?"
five minutes be its sole occupant, you better not. You'll only make appalling number of empty seats
gentlemanlike
us'urping
of
seats.
nnot
presume
to
give
you
the
The answer is that we care plenty. When
going on the perfectly groundless
To the Sentinel we advocate that they re- •sired information. But, I have assumption that Nothing you say matters worse. From bad to worse, on the stage. Closer examination
we leave school with a degree, we want peoThat's a progression. Freling of the program pointed out that
heard, it has been i-umored, that
ple to know that it was' earned by hard work serve the dubious talents of their wisematters? I doubt it.
knows about progressions. Hi it was a composition written for
Dick
Cutchin—well
anyhow
it's
;. : rio classroom and library. We don't wan't cracking reporters for the comic sheets be- quite a shindig. How's about you
Can you leave well enough well ? takes Math 104 under Professoi strings only. We see that Rees is
fore
they
lose
their
reputation
ENTIRELY.
ini-n to laugh when we tell them where we
slapping that bass again this year
and YOU, are it a piker or can I I doubt it. Can you leave it Weinberg. They've met before.
got ojr degree, and say it amounts to nothdepend on a few meals? Is it enough ?
Imagine buying a Ford w h e i —with a more professional air.
Can you look your opponent in you can buy anything else . Tht She's been taking lessons.
ing, as any one can get a degree from RolBud or Ellie who was confined?
lins. We feel that graduation from the oldOh, it is! Somebody in Chase the eye and say 5 spds. If you Editor says this is a controversial
Our director is yet elated over
Can look like a sandwhich san question and that I'd better not go the success of our recent jaunt to
broke a window, didn't you', D?
est institution of higher learning in Florida
which there is none sandwhicher
means that we have acquired a liberal eduin the Administration tell a you may carry two signs (fore and into it. Who does that editor Jacksonville and St. Augustine.
cation with an appreciation of present day
certain freshman why he was billed aft) bearing the legend "We want think he is anyway? See I'm so Every rehearsal he triumphantly
problems and questions in the various fields
$2.35 worth of electric light Heat!" (Or Communism, or Bread, mad I don't capitalize editor any draws from a pocket a fan letter,
With all the rising warfears in lieu of the
of economics, history, English and the arts. sinking of the U. S. S. Panay there appears bulbs? Claire Fontaine, why did or whatever it is you do want). You more. He says its not supposed expressing in flowery words and
to be capitalized anyhow. Editor phrases their appreciation of the
Through the efforts of Dr. Holt we have a Congressional action for a general anti- you have his car so long? And must want something you know, Editor Editor.
See! (Editor's Rollins service. It does much to
listened to lectures by men and women out- war petittion. This petition was thrown in- you didn't even put any gas in it? it just isn't Cricket if you don't. note: I just fired him. See!)
alleviate what might be termed the
standing in the fields they represent, and we to the house where it received a vote of two
Just what is Peggy Whiteley go- Really it ain't. Or if one exercises
Well I got my job back but I've trials and worries of the trip.
one's
perogative
one
may,
if
one
ng
to
do
with
that
case
of
Cream
are fortunate in having a faculty composed hundred — only ten short of the required
got
to
be
careful.
I
can't
start
any
In going through material for
of those who are more than ably fit to guide number. According to this bill a nation- Soda? Has Kettles learned to play does not care for sandwitches, and
e controversies. That last one Christmas pageants, we have unyou take the word of an authority
and instruct.
wide poll would be necessary before war bridge yet? A passing fad, no Stew'Beany-Beany'Haggerty) that
thed some very interesting old
till raging. So is a certain
doubt. Speaking of passing, did
It is our duty, then, to set aright thorfe could be declared. If this is not quietly killriety, somebody swiped their customs. It seems that there was
you happen to pa.ss the Beldon there Are people who do not care
doubting Thomases who pass judgment be- ed within the four sound-proof walls of Confirewood. Alas, ci-uel Fate, to treat at one time a game called SnapIence Saturday night?
Rol- for sandwiches, merely carry one's
hem thus. Thus I quit. (I'm dragon. This, so far as we can
fore they have seen facts' in the true light. gres.s, it is a decided victory for the pacirelaxed, so to speak. Of course banner or poster or whatever it is
ndy or rum, which in turn is
till mad about that editor episode.
So, as vacation time approaches, let us be fists.
nobody knew who else was there one wishes to call whatever it is
Editor editor editor Editor so ignited. The idea is to snatch as
ready to bring to a justified end, the.se falsebut I don't sound a bit like Bam- one carries bearing the legend "We
'here!)
any
of the fruits as possible—
want
Heat!"
(Or
Communism,
or,
ly exaggerated rftories of a country club. If
berger, do I? I don't sound much
th the teeth! Woe to the very
P. S. Keep in touch with me I
Fluttering snow and flying bullets marked like The Inquiring Reporter either perforce, the Legend of Sleepy
students and and administration cooperate
bewhiskered gentleman!
I'll! leave you know.
Hollow).
the
opening
of
a
very
impressive
day
in
warwould
fain
Imagine,
but
then
by spreading the gospel of truth in foreign
Why not fly home? Why not The Yule log held a very prom,'c you ever seen This question
Don't you think that little job
sections during thirf and other vacations, we ring Spain. The national chvutt game, howThat column? "What do you tacked onto the College Commons tay home? Go ahead, stay home. ncnt part in the holiday festivican soon slop all talk of a college which holds ever, seems no nearer completion than it did
See
who cares. I don't care, and ies. A great tree was hewn down
its classes on Lake Virginia'^ shores beneath been driven back insurgents managed to kill think of The Inquring Reporter?" doorpost is cute? Beetle does. He after you've been there awhile and and dragged and burned, but not
a few months ago. The Moori.s'h Cavalry have Let's take a concensus, how about never said so but he docs. Watch gotten used to it you won't care quite to the finish. This log was
a tropical moon.
three
dozen
replies
for
the
Rehim
take
a
sidish
wistful
glance
Try it and see.
It is for us to launch a campaign which one person after incessant bombing of Almasaved until the next year when it
For that
Ler for next issue? I wish at it BO m e t i mo.
used to start the new fire.
will show Rollins as it irf, and not as it is zora.
Merry Christmas, Muggs.
ebody hud done that for me. matter watch almost anybody take
The partly burned log would serve
thought to be by some misinformed people
I since there have been BO many a glance a t it, aomo people take
I protection to the house and
plaints about this column we two, but that's overdoinir it a- - w e v e gone crazy »., IAV.»-I.U.The Supreme Court agreed that the govinhabiUnts throughout the
r you Ihreu altornativeH, ie, triflu Watch almost any one ijricular activities and it's a wonder
ernment was following lawful business chanyear.
vit, to boot, to with it: 1; you
nels when they refused to continue interest
(I did not, I said anybody.) |the boys and girU have ,ny energy
And so with echoes of "The Holly
read thla with your eyes closed;
When war rumors came to the United payment on gold bonds which were called
action I left for what is still the prime and the Iv," "The Waia.iail Song"
^ou can read O. O. Muclntyre,
reaction. (I hope and trust I business of the schools," according
States during the World War and stories of before their redemption date. The Supreme
i "Deck the Halls" may we wish
IB reported by Norton LockCourt
action
may
save
the
United
States
e
objects
to
my
use
of
the
to
Dr.
N.
Henry
Black
of
Harvard,
atrocities, everyone was inceni<ed to the point
you, our reader, al) the joys of the
hart to be unffca (Guinea for Bad);
"animal", I got it out of a as written in an issue of tho How- Christmas-tide and a Happy New
of joining in the foray. People claimed ne Treasury five billion dollars.
you can 3; go you-know-where., book entitled "Tho Principles and ard Crimson.
Year.
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PHI DELIS LEAD
MILLER ALL-STARS
Greater Speed Gives California Edge
TOUCH FOOTBALL
Over Crimson Tide in Rose Bowl Battle MEET McDO^ALUS
RACE; K. A/S 2ND BY IRVING UIX
FLORIDA COA CHES
Leaders T r i m T h e t a K a p p a
Nu B u t A r e H a r d P r e s s e d
By Sigma N u
INDEPENDENTS

DOOLEy PICKS

WIN

X Club, T. K. N . ' s B a t t l e T o
Scoreless T i e i n D a r k n e s s
By Robert Kurvin
The Kappa's Alphas remained in
the winning column by decisively
beating the "X" Club 18 to 0. The
K. A.'s have improved in that their
passing attack seemed to be more
accurate and gained more ground
for them than ever before. The
Club found their running attack to
be the more effective because of
the abilities of Pittman and Whitelaw. MacArthur and Lockhart
gained the majority of ground with
their short passes over the center
of the line while Siddell carried
the loaf for many long gains
around the end of the line.
The second game of the afternoon the Phi Delts remained in the
unbeaten-unscored upon column by
Seating the Theta Kaptpa Nu seven. The game was marred by frequent arguments and reversed decisions. In the opening minutes
of the game Wendy Davis ran back
a Theta punt to what was thought
to be a touchdown but the ball
ruled out on the two yard line.From
here it took the Phi* Delts four
downs to make their six pointi
For Theta Kappa Nu, Bill Barr
and Dud Darling stood above the
rest. Wendy Davis showed himself to be the outstanding man on
the field because of his long and
thrilling runback of punts and his
pass receiving.
Independents Win
The biggest upset of the touch
season came last Tuesday when the
Independents upset the Sigma Nu's.
Lancaster was the man who was
responsible for this victory. The
Siigma Nu's made the mistake of
plassing on their own five yard line
when Lancaster stepped in, intercepted the ball, and stepped over
the line for the only score of the
game. The extra point of the
score came from the toe of Willis. For the Independents I believe
Wesson and Makemson were the
men watched most particularly.
The Sigma Nu boys made the way
clear for Jim Coates to gain ground
around the end and throw long
passes to Doc Savage.
Sigma Nu's Push Phi Delts
Friday's first game was the
hardest contest given the Phi Delts
thus far. Sigma Nu continually
fought off the charges made by the
Phis and held them to a score of
8-0. The score came in the first
half when Kurvin caught a short
pass over center from Cetrulo for
the only touchdown of the game.
Victor failed to , kick the extra
point. In that this is the first game
the Phi Delts have been held to
less than thj'ee touchdowns the
Sigma Nu's should thank Doc Savage for his fine work on the defense and Jim Coates for his con-'

F r a n k , Goldberg, W h i t e and
C h a p m a n F o r m Backfield
FORDHAM PLACES TWO

Eddie Dooley's All-America football team as announced Saturday
evening, December 11th, at the
close of his Chesterfield football
broadcasts, represents a cross-section of the national football picture
and the opinion of hundreds of
coaches scattered across the land.
The team was chosen after a
careful survey of the entire nation.
The team is powerful on the
wings, unusually strong at the
A FORWARD waU which avtackles, almost invulnerable at the
guard positions and invincible at ^ eraged only 188 pounds, tore
center. The backfield has every- great gaps in opposing lines all
fall, cut down tacklers like tenthing that counts—speed, power pins and stood like a stone wall
and intelligence.
on defense.
The line averages approximately
But that Bear backfield—
195 pounds and the backfield tips there's a thing of beauty. Rolythe scales at about 189. Here is poly John Meek, 210 pounds of
devastating
effectiveness as a
the team:
blocker, calls signals. Stub AlliLeft end — Andrew Bershak, son couldn't call 'em any better
North Carolina, 185.
himself.
Left tackle — Edmund Franco,
The sensational Vic Bottaii
performs at left half and has for
Fordham, 196.
a
running mate. Sam Chapman,
Left guard, Leroy Monsk, Alaregarded by many as the best
bama, 198.
all-round back on the gridiron
Center — Alex Wojciecho^
today.
Fordham, 200.
Rounding out the quartet Is
Right guard, Joe Routt, Texas line-busting Dave Anderson at
fullback.
A. & M., 193.
Outstanding In the speedy
Right tackle—Victor Markov,
Bear line are Ferry Schwartz,
Washington, 213.
end; Bill StoU, tackle; Captain
Right end—Chas. A. Sweeney, Bob Herwig, guard, and AllNotre Dame, 190.
America Vard Stockton, guard.
But don't sell the Tide short.
Quarterback— Clint E. Frank,
Joe Kilgrow, the best back In
Yale, 190.
is quite capable of making
Left Halfback, Byron R. White, Dixie,
life miserable for any team. A
Colorado, 187.
Right halfback—Marshall Goldcasion. Lockhart and Bills wen
berg, Pittsburgh, 185.
Fullback, Samuel B. Chapftnan, responsible for the Kappa Alp'hr
California, 188.
The "X" Club and Theta KappE
tinual threatening on the offense. Nu played a scoreless tie for tht
third
game of the afternoon. NeithA bad center caused the extra two
points when the Phi Delts were er team seemed to threaten much
allowed a touchback in the open- except for a Theta field goal ating of the game. Bob Davis kept tempt. Bob Walker came to the
the victors out of danger with his front in this game and tore off
punts and Cetrulo featured with many yards from scrimmage. Dud
Darling had a possible score in his
s brilliant signal calling.
hands only to drop the ball on the
K. A.'s Beat Indepfendents
ten yard stripe. The Club, playing
Kappa Alpha splurged the other
without the assistance of Cunningday at the expense of the Inham and Pittman showed great
pendents by defeating them 18-0.
power on the ground but proved to
Siddell showed great speed and
be very weak in the air. Whitelaw
ability when he started on his end
and Scheu for the club and Walker,
plays. Jeff Liberman nearly ran
Darling for Theta Kap^pa Nu outthe length of the field on a kickoff
fit were the boys being watched.
when he reversed, and started up
the sidelines. Jeff was downed on
fifty yard line. MacArthur
seemed to be camying a ghost
und with him in the person of
Mort "Manhattan Mauler" Litchenstein. Mac was robbed of two
touchdowns when Mort caught him
and. deadened the ball on each oc-

DAUGHEII Y IS ON
ENTENTiSpilD

Fraternity All-Star Touch Football
Teams
The Sandspur Picks
FIRST TEAM
Player
Smith
Twitchell
Cunningham
Siddell
W. Davis
Cetmlo
Coates
MacArthur

SECOND TEAM

Team
Phi Delt
Phi Delt
X Club
Kappa Alpha
Phi Delt
Phi Delt
Sigrma Nu
Kappa Alpha

Pos.
End
Center
End
Back
Back
Back
Back
Utility

Player
Townsend
Cooke
Clarke
Hagnauer
Cram
Savage
Kurvin
Victor

Team
Independents
Sigma Nu
Phi Delt
Sigma Nu
Theta Kappa Nu
Sigma Nu
Phi Delt
Phi Delt

HONORABLE MENTION
Edmonds, Pittman, Whitelaw, X Club; Hickock, Bob Davis, Phi
Delt; Darling, Scarborough, Walker, Theta Kappa Nu; A. McCreary,
Sigma Nu; Litchenstein, Makemson, Liberman, Wesson, Independents; Lockhart, Luzier, Kappa Alpha.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent
We solicit your business
Winter Park, Phone 413

' P H E Golden Bears by the
length of a whisker.
That, folks, Is our last-gasp
gridiron guess of the year—picking California to triumph over
Alabama in the colorful Rose
Bowl at Pasadena, Calif., on New
Year's Day.
The Bears, the pride of the
Golden Slope, coached by Leonard (Stub) Allison, and sparked
by the best all-round backfield
In the nation, must be granted
a slight edge over the Crimson
Tide, the only undefeated and
untied major team in the country, tocldentally.
This is the Tide's fifth trip to
Pasadena, and the Red Elephants
have yet to taste defeat in the
blue-ribbon classic. But this
year, if you will accept coldblooded comparisons, F r a n k
Thomas' lads will hit ths skids.
The 1937 edition of Berkeley
power and brawn is one of the
most remarkable ever to perform
in California livery. With the
exception of Pitt, the Bears
probably we^t the best blocking
team in the country.

a home town concern.
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

WASHING - POLISHING - SIMONIZING
Let us Simonize your car

RAGGETT'S SERVICE STATION
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Opposite Campus

Hayes, Daunis, Turk, Matt h e w s a n d B r a d y Mentioned
D U N N IS UNANIMOUS
As a reward for spectacular play
throughout the entire season, Ollie
Daugherty of Rollins was named on
the All Little Four team chosen by
the Associated Press. Other Rollins players who received honormention for outstanding work
Bob Ha.yes, hard charging
guard, Frank Daunis, end, Dick
Turk, durable center, Punk Matthews, fine tackle, C. Brady and
Marion Mclnnis, fleet backs.
Eddie Dunn of Miami was the
ily unanimous choice of the experts but Bob Masterson, Miami
end, who was named on the AilAmerican small college squad
polled all 'but one first place vote.
Here is the all-"Little Four"
team:
Position, player, school, class:
End, Bob Masterson, Miami; senior guard, Donald Prison, Stetson;
senior center, Al Yorkunaos, Tampa; junior guard, Willie Goodwin,
Tampa; senior tackle, Steve McCrimmon of Miami, soph; end, Vincent Schaeffer,
Stetson, soph;
quarterback, Eddie Dunn, Miami;
junior halfback, Ollie Daugherty,
Rollins; senior halfback, Lou Chesna, Miami, soph.
Honorable mention: tackles, Matthews, Rollins; Furlong, Stetson;
Poore, Miami;
Raski,
Miami.
Guards, Guimento, Miami; Hayes,
Rollins; Butler, Stetson; Sauls,
Stetson, Daunis, Rollins; Cheatham,
Stetson; Carr, Tampa; center,
Turk, Rollins; backs, McClelland,
Stetson; Mclnnis, Rollins; Cox,
Tampa; Hardy, Stetson; Brady,
Rollins.

Game Will Be Played Tonight; Great Interest Being
Shown In Charity Game; Alex Watte,
Rollins Line Coach, To Play
Jack McDowall, Rollins own, is
the coach of the high school and
college coache's football team. The
number of coaches that responded
to the letters of inquiry w e r e

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

Vie Bottarl. top above, will be one of the big guns in California's
attack when the Golden Bears meet Alabama in the Rose Bowl,
New year's Day. Starring in the 'Barna line will be Perron Shoemaker, left below, and Walt Merrill, end and tackle respectively.
great ball-carrier and passer,
he'll get able support from fullback Charley Holm, quarterback
Vic Bradford, and halfback
George Zivich, who is a great
blocker.
Two great ends in Tut Warren
and Perron Shoemaker are everdangerous targets for KUgrow's
bullet-like passes, while tackle
Jim Ryba and guard LeRoy
Mon&ky are among the best In
the business.
nPHE Crimson Tide will have
-^ a decided pull in the weights,
with a line averaging 195 and a

backfield of 180, but football
games aren't won with brawn
alone these days. And that's why
those high-geared Golden Bears
are regarded so highly.
Not that Alabama will be a
pushover. Nothing like it. The
Tide is one of the most powerful
teams Frank Thomas ever has
turned out. In fact it wouldn'i
come as a stunning shock if the
Red Elephants came through for
their fifth Rose Bowl victory.
But right now we're thinking
of that California speed and
versatility, and there our judgment rests.

ANDSPUR
CRATCHES

S

By BILL BINGHAM

The final games in the basketball tournament have been played
and the Thetas have w o n t h e
tournament. In the last two weeks
the following games have b e e n
played: The Kappas tied the Pi
lis 8 to 8, the Kappas were ahead
to 7 in the last ten seconds of
play and then a foul was called
I Kappa and the Pi Phis sank
free throw to tie the score.
The Kappas then played the Thetas
and because of an illness they were
as a player and having no substitutes both teams played with five
players and the Thetas defeated
the Kappas 52 to 6. The same day
the Gamma Phis and the Pi Phis
played a very exciting, fast game
which the Gamma Phis won by
score of 36 to 19. Last Friday
the Kappas defeated the Independents by two bagikets, the score
being 10 to 6. The Pi Phis and
Thetas played one of the most exciting and fast games of t h e
whole tournament, the Thetas being victorious 30 to 5 and thus beundefeated. Yesterday the
Gamma Phis defeated the Independents 94-4 which gives them second
place, having lost just one game.
This Friday the twelve best playpicked by Tpbby' Pris Smith,
Mary Dudley, Miss Weber and Jane
Forte, will draw a position irciri,
hat to test their ability to play
any position. From this game the
varsity will be selected.
This past week only two tennis
atches have been played. Toy
Skinner defeated Lorie Ladd and
Mary Acher defaulted to Barbara
Bryant. There have been no further golf matches played.

With the basketball season just around the corner we will make
Last Sunday some of the Rolour final plea for Rollins to again sponsor a varsity team. During
ls girls took part in the Horse
the winter term the sp(orts schedule is entirely taken up with intraShow sponsored by the Orlando
murals and the college spirit falls to an even lower degree than that
Country Club. Barbara Babb was
displayed in the grandstand during the past grid season.
the outstanding rider in the show.
She won a first in the Modeling
class, the Rollins class and t h e
The excuse most often tendered for not having a team is that Rec
e gaited class. Marcia StodHall is used by so many different groups, anything from dramatics to
dard was third in the Rollins class
tap dancing, that there is no time when the building is available.
she and Barbara Babb were
This is the poorest of the bunch offered, however, for, when all is said
nd in the pair class and placed
and done, the building is still a gym. And what's a gym without
third in the bareback. Betty Jack
basketball?
took a third place in the 3 gaited
d Ruth Bradley placed fourth
The next big reason is finances. This is a big question. The
the Rollins class and Ann Oldcollege lost money on the past season's grid games and it is quite unm placed second in the Rollins
derstandable that it does not wish to wade into any more debt. How- group. It was a very successful
ever, it will gain much in the way of publicity in Florida. During the show and the Rollins girls outwinter months, the games of Stetson and Florida monopolize the sport
lone the riders from Orlando.
pages while Rollins is noticeable, if at all, by its absence. A few
The schedule has been changed
games with these schools would mean much in publicity value.
and the Physical Ed. office is open
to any girl that would like to register.
The expenses will not amount to that of transporting a football or
baseball team as only ten pUaers, the manager, and the coach comprise
a team. Inasmuch as Rollins guarantees nothing toward free admittance to a sport which so far is not on the schedule, a small ad:
Church Street
charge, perhaps twenty-five cents, could be charged for student
trance to defray expenses.
Day Phone 76
Nite Phone 319WX

enough to form three teams.
The team of the high school and
college coaches is going to meet
the Leesburg All-Stars, under the
guidance of Georgie Miller, on
Tinker Field tonight at 8:15 in a
charity game .
Tuesday evening the team got
its only practice. The fact that
there has been only one practice
makes things look none too promising for the Central Florida
coaches team. Besides the coach
of coaches, Rollins is represented
by Alex Waite, Goose Kettles, and
Ed Levy.
The charity game starts promptly at 8:15 o'clock. Tickets are for
sale at McElroy's Sentinel-Star
office, Angebilt Lobby news stand,
and San Juan Pharmacy.
Also in the coaches lineup there
will be:
Harry Greene, Walter Hovater,
Zollie Maynard, Carlisle Hughes
and James Ewing of Orlando.
Leonard McLucas, Woody Riser
and Russ McCracken of Sanford.
Jim Mobley and Francis Warren
of Winter Park.
Crockett Farnell and John Spivey of Haines City.
Charlie Stolz and Joe Peck of
Winter Haven.
Memory Martin of Eustis.
Spike Welshinger of Daytona
Beach.
Johnny Offutt of New Smyrna.
Aubrey Smith of Melbourne.
George Moye of Ft. Myers.
Al Rogero of Clearwater.
Ralph Gandy, Hub McAnly, Alton Brown and Harold Rowe of
Arcadia.
Babe Scarborough of Hastings.
Ed Knittle of Palatka.
Collins Fenton of Lake Wales.
Dick Skewes of Longwood.

I Royal Portable for
CHRISTMAS

Davis Office Supply

"If you w a n t
advice give
a gift

my

"HIM"

from

the

M e n ' s F a s h i o n Corner

at

Yowell-

Drew's."

^a4^^i^
•

^

Andy's Garage

Next comes the matter of the Fraternities. There are bound to be
several that will claim that a Varsity team will break up their chances
of a championship. This is doubtful, for several men will be lost from
each fraternity and the teams will still be even. And again when all
is said and done, intramurals are still to be considered as intramurals,
and should give way to all Varsity sports. With but ten men to the
varsity team, there will still be plenty of splendid material left over
for the intramural league.

Yowell-Drew'i
CHRISTMAS:
Wrappings, Gifts
Cards

ORLANDO

The Rollins Press
Store
310 E. Park Ave.

We would not be so anxious for Rollins to have a team, if we did
not consider the Tars' chances of going places extremely good. The
addition of Len Philipps as a center would give Rollins the tap on the
center jump and Len can also plunk them in the basket. In one game
against Orlando High. Phillips score more points than the entire
Orlando team, chalking up something like twenty-four points.

The one reason that we can think of as an objection, is the fact
that it leaves but a short time for winter or spring football. In a
school as small as Rollins most of the men take part in more than
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
cne sport so the seasons cannot overlap. Perhaps the football practice
DURHAM, N. C.
could come in March and be limited to freshmen and sophomores the
Four terms of eleven weeks are
first two weeks, with everone joining in for the final practices.
given each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in
three and one-quarter years) or
three terms may be taken each
This is our last chance to do a little picking for the year 1937 year (graduation in four years).
and we just couldn't think of passing it up^ Here we go! Joe Justice The entrance requirements are into win the cross country; Georgie Miller's Leesburg All-Stars to trim telligence, character and at least
years of college work, includthe coaches (now Jack calm yourself) led by Jack McDowall; Alabama two
ing the subjects specified for Grade
over California in the Rose Bowl even if the Tide is rated as the A medical schools. Catalogues and
underdog; and Stanford to be the outstanding basketball team in the application forms may be obtained
from the Dean.
country.

DUKE UNIVERSITY

Here's your last chance before
Xmas to buy a practical handy
and compact gift. Record your
Xmas by pictures. We carry a
complete line of cameras and
accessories.
Imported and Domestic Cameras

CENTRAL
CAMERA STORE
Orange Ave.,

Opposite Sears

ORLANDO

THE
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SANDSPUR

cuss OF 1M1101 OENNEY SPEWS AT" p ^ „ , ^ ^„d Spots in the Late
Inquiring Reporter GIVE M S D E E CHAPEL SERVICE
THE

Freshmen, has this term lived up to your expectations of
college?
Jim Scarlett: We came (from all over); we saw (what?
Clover leaf—so what?) we lost (our expectations).
Dorothy Bromley: Rollins has greatly exceeded my expectations in many ways. However, I have not enjoyed the long
hours, the exams, and the excessive amount of outside work.
Jimmy Craig: They told me of a country club basking in
the sun . . . . It seems "them days are gone forever".
Shirley Levis: There isn't half as much canoeing, sunburning or party-pitching as I had been led to believe there would
be at Rollins, but scholastically, it went so far beyond my
expectations that I don't see how we'd have time for the
other, anyway.
Ted Pitman: It certainly HAS!!! And June is a swell girl,
too . . .
Betty de Giers: The first term a t Rollins has far surpassed
all my expectations. I like the friendly atmosphere on the
campus and especially our personal contacts with professors.
A definite change from prep school days.

News

D a n c e (o be Held T h u r s d a j ' a t Topic W a s " C h r i s t t h e Lord \
Dubsdread
of Cosmic L i f e "
DARLING IS IN CHARGE

IS C H A P E L

DIRECTOR

The Class of 1941 will be hosts
The sermon in the Knowles Meto all upperclassmen at the annual morial Chapel last Sunday mornChristmas Break Training Dance ing was given by Mr. William
tomorrow night, Thursday, De- Denney, Director of Chapel Activicember 16. The dance will be held ties. His topic was "Christ the
at Dubsdread Country Club and Lord of Cosmic Life" and was
dancing will continue from 9 o'clock based around Paul's words to the
until 1.
Christians at Corinth: "The old
Glen Brown's Orchestra of Or- things are passed away: Behold
lando has been engaged for the eve- they are become new, but all things
ning and attractive Christmas dec- are of God who reconciles to Himself through Christ and gives unto
orations have been arranged for.
Chaperones for the dance will be us the ministry of reconciliation
Dr. and Mrs. C. J. Armstrong, Dr. to know that God was in Chiist
and Mr.s L. E. Kinsler, Mr. and reconciling the world unto Him
Mrs. W. L Roney, Mrs George En- self."
right, and Mrs. Nellie Lester.
Mr. Denney painted a vivid picDudley Darling, president of the ture of the Nativity—light against
freshman class, is at the head of a backgroound of darkness, a n d
the committee for arrangements.
made a pjlea that our Christmas
Wednesday, December 15
All Rollins students are invited season this year be not one of
Freshman Meeting. Recreation Hall,
7:15 p . I
and a large crowd is expected to chaos and uncertainty, but that
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SERIVCE. Knowles Memorial
S:15P. I
attend.
we be unified against the po-neis
Chapel.
against us, that we make Christ
Thursday, December 16
the Lord of our cosmic lives, thus
CHRISTMAS
CAROLS.
Knowles
Memorial
Chapel.
5:15 P.:
drawing closer to one another.
Play Try-outs for "High Tor". Recreation Hall.
7:30 P.:
Today we are most conscious of
FRESHMAN ALL-COLLEGE DANCE. Dubsdread Coun9:00 P.:
two things: First, that we are in a
try Club.
world frustrated and helples
Friday, December 17
Wednesday afternoon at 5:30, the dering what tomorrow 1
FALL TERM ENDS.
12:10 P. B
alumni of Kappa Kappa Gamma store for us. Even in this great
Sunday, December 19
entertained the active chapter at country of ours we are not sure
MUSICAL MEDITATION. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
10:00 A. I
a Christmas tea. Tea and sand- w^at the spiritual goal of our
lives is. Second: A knowledge
wiches were served.
Sunday, December 26
Both the alumni and the actives that we can come back to the faith
MUSICAL MEDITATION. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
10:00 A. I
gave gifts to the house. Mrs. W. of Christmas and the Person who
Sunday, January 2
A. Wattles was in charge of the reveals to man the true objective
MUSICAL MEDITATION. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
and goal of his life.
10:00 A. 1
entertainment.
Tuesday, January 4
By standing together, unified;
This tea was the annual Christ
WINTER CLASSES BEGIN.
mas party, one being given every with Christ the Lord of our lives,
8:30 A. I
year during the holiday season by we can know "the peace that passeth understanding."
the alumni, honoring the chaptt
Draper, John Willis, Freling Smith,
George Fuller lead the Call to
John Turner, Bob Hill, Tommy
Worship and Margaret Bashford
Costello, Si iVario, Jack Scanlon,
the litany. The lessons were read
Verges Van Winkle, and Bill
by Davitt Felder and Marita
Twitchell.
Steuve. Mr. Honaas directed the
Last Friday the Gamma Phis gave
choir in "Angels We Have Heard
their tea a festive air by decoon High", a Christmas anthem of
rating their house in accordance
l'l«*-Ghr Omegas (Continued theii the Thirteenth Century.
NOTICE
with the season. The hostesses s'u
Winter fcfrm cU.s^-es w i l l ' custom of a weekly gupper by go
At the close of the chapel servthis gala affair w^rp- til? Misses
ing to the home of a Winter Park
begin pv ii»irtty-at 8:30 A. M.,
ivnn Tloper and Knth llili, jind
aluma, Mrs. Gertrude Barnum, on ice a special dedicatory service was
Tuesday, January 4, instead
conducted by Mr. Irving Bacheller,
Eleanor Rand ^ad^a-#«e RlttenMonday
night,
December
6.
Alu
of Jan. 3. The Winter Term
one of the Trustees of Rollins Col>^o-.-<r- . - i i i e " guests were the will end on Thursday, March
ni, actives, and pledges joined
Misses Eleanor Ham, Betty Mackthe good time. Last Monday, the lege. Mr. Bacheller introduced
17.
Spring Term will begin
first Mr. Wilbur Herbret Burnham,
emer, M a r y Louise Budreau,
13th,
the
sorority
went
into
0:
on Tuesday, March 22. ComFrances Montgomery, D o r o t h y
lando for the supper. Guests ii designer of the two stained glass
mencement will be held on
Rathbone, Mrs. Willard Wattles,
eluded Alyce Bashford and Toy windows which were dedicated to
Thursday, June 2.
Dr. Holt and Dean Campbell. Mr.
and son Austen; Messieurs Bud
Skinner.
Burnham spoke briefly of the history and design of the windows,
the one dedicated to Dr. Holt depicting Erasmus with his book and
pen, the window dedicated to Dean
Campbell depicting \St. John of
Chrysostum. Mrs. Warren, the
donor of the windows, was then
introduced she, after telling of her
purpose in giving these windows in
Monday, 8:30-10:30
Monday, 1:45-3:45
Tuesday, 4:00-6:00
honor of Dr. Holt and Dean CampTuesday, 8:30-10:30
Tuesday, 1:45-2:45
Thursday, 4:00-6:00
bell, directed the unveiling. RevWednesday, 1:46-2:46
Wednesday, 8:30-10:30
erend William H. Denney gave the
Thursday, 8:30-10:30
Friday, 1:45-3:45
dedicatory prayer.
Tuesday, 2:45-3:45
Friday, 8:30-10:30
Saturday, 10:45-12:45
Thursday, 2:45-3:45
B
D
Choir
Monday, 10:45-12:45
Monday, 4:00-6:00
Tuesday, 2:46-3:46
Wednesday, 10:45-12:45
Tuesday, 10:45-12:45
Friday, 4:00-5:00
Thursday, 1:45-2:45
Wednesday, 4:00-6:00

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

SAlLFISH, BEWARE! . . . Ti ning his back on
the special session of Congres President Roosevelt, bound for a week's fishi „ led the annual
winter exodus to Miami, Fla., and was greeted by
Mayor Robert R. Williams.
OBJECT LESSOX
Talk of the nation;,
editorial columns was
Gov. Richard W Leche
(left), who announced
that the first year o
benefits of his "Take
care of industry and
industry will take care
of Louisiana"' policy
were $37,000,000 in
new factory construction and employment
for 17,000 workers, n

NOT IN THE SCRIPT . . . Martha Raye sullcred
a sprained ankle and John Payne lost a toenail
when ihey fell from a balcony during the filming
of a new picture in Hollywood. The cameras,
grinding at the time, caught thejmusual scene.

Kappa Alumni Give
Christmas Tea For
Actives At House

Christma.s Tea Held
On Friday At House
By Gamma Phi Betas

INNOCENTS ABROAD . , . Tiniest
agers were the four-months-old Coelln tw
Helen and Hertha, of Davenport, Iowa, who
sailed for Germany on the Europa, accompanied o n l y by
their two-year-old sister, Anna, and cared Z'
for by travel agencies.
SETS SPEED MARK
...
In a startling
demonstration of benefits of a new type tire
soon to be introduced
to the public, Robert
Mackenzie sped from
Los Angeles to New
Vork in 51 hours, 48
minutes, clipping 2
hours and 42 minutes
from old stock-car record, also, set by him.

Weekly Supper Held
For Chi Omegas At
Mrs, Barnum's Home

REVISED SCHEDULE "WINTER 1937-38

Friday, 10:45-12:45
Saturday, 8:30-10:30

Thursday, 10:45-12:45
Friday, 6:00-6:00

Assembly
Wednesday, 2:46-3:45

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

8:3010:30

A

A

C

A

A

B

10:4512:45

B

D

B

D

B

C

12:451:45

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

C

A

B

1:453:45

C

C
Seminar

Assembly

Seminar

Choir

4:006:00

D

E

D

E

D

CHANGES IN SCHEDULE
Choir—Tuesday, 2:45-3:45; Friday, 4:00-5:00
Art 252w—Seminar (Thursday)
Chemistry 302w—Seminar (Tuesday)
Music 125w, 225w, 325w, 425w—Seminar (Thursday)
CANCELED COURSES
Art 217w
Biology 252w
Biology 322w
PhyaicB 210w
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Every student muat obUin a physical education card from the Director of Physical
Education before registering. Any changes made necessary by the new schedule can
hi- msde at that time.

orriro iiuu
Women—<''lo verb af, 10-12, 2-1

FASHION FLASH . . . New York
society applauded this beach co
tume of plaid tie silk, created i
the Zouave manner, at the sixth
annual Miami Biltmore Fashion
Show and Ball to introduce 1938
southern resort styles.

SPANISH lEETIi
HELO AT ROLLINS
Spanish

Students Gave O n e
Act Play

FORMED BY HANNA

Saturday, December 11, there
was a meeting of the Spanish Institute, which had as the main
speaker Prince Loewenstein.
The Rollins chapter of the Institute, formed four years ago by
Mr. H. A. Hanna, has its main
chapter in Columbia University
where it was founded as a n
political organization. The ai
of the Institute are to bring
The wedding of Miss Gwendolyn closer cultural understanding of
Bartholomew, daughter of Mr. and Spain to the United States.
Mrs.
Frank K. Bartholomew of
The Carnegie Institute, which
Winter Park, to Mr. Terry Bar- backs the national group, is trying
nard Patterson of Orlando, will to restore St. Augustine in its origtake place in the Knowles Memori- inal Spanish splendor, following
al Chapel, Saturday, December 18 the example of the restoration oi
at 4:30 o'clock.
Williamsburg. Thus it will show
Dean Charles A. Campbell will the direct Spanish influence on the
officiate, assisted by Dr. Hamilton United States, especially in FlorHolt.
Miss Bartholomew will be attendAfter the meeeting, Mr. Verne
ed by her sister. Miss Billie Bar- 3. Barbour opened his house to tho
tholomew, and Miss Mathilde M
nspection of the group, as he has

Mr. Patterson And
Miss Bartholomew
Marry December 18

a splendid collection of Spanish
A reception will be held after antiques, many of which w e r e
the ceremony at the home of the brought directly from Spain,
bride's parents.
short one act play; there were
After a two weeks' trip, the
The Spanish students gave a
couple will be a t home in Orlando,
short one act play; there were also
selections of Spanish music.

Kappa Pleges Give
Turkey Dinner In Lonsdale Elected
Lodge For Actives Head of Phi Delts;
The pledges of Kappa Kappa
Fuller Is Reporter

Gamma entertained the active
members of tho sorority at a turkey
dinner last Thursday evening. The
dinner was held in the Kappa
lodge.
le table was decorated with
red tapers and a tinsel Chtfistmas
eo, and wreathes hung in the
indows.

Caroline Sandlin, president of the
pledge class, was in charge of arrangements.
And then there was the missiony who put a collar and tie on a
.-ntucky mountaineer and the
mountaineer stood in the s a m e
place for four hours, thinking he
was tied there.—Log.

This poor old grady in his freshman
dazCy
Adopted studious thoughts and ways^
He crammed his Turret Top
ivithfacty
But never learned how one should act.

L

's

simple arithmetic that the more cars

General M o t o r s sells the greater this organization grows. A n d t h e solid fact back of that
g r o w t h is this: General M o t o r s cars must continually offer more in terms of extra

The following officei s were elected by Phi Delt at the \ rcekly meeting Monday night. Pi-i sident John
Ivonsdale, Jr., to succe id Bob Van
Heynum, George Fuller, Jr., sucseeded Lonsdale a.s Reporter and
Vice President. Don Cetrulo was
re-clcctcd Warde giving h:
honor of being the first active in
the history of Fla. Beta to ever
held this office for four terms.
es Haig was re-elected Chapter
etary und Seymour Ballard will
again hold the office of Chaplain.
Nathan Bedell because of his fame
as u yodeler, will hold tho position
of Chorister, while William Twitchvill continue to net as Alumni
Secretary.

value

to w i n those sales. It is only because General
Motors // great that it can maintain the research and improvement program responsible
for
Top,

such modern betterments as the Turret
the Unisteel Body, N o Draft Ventilation,

Knee-Action and advanced Hydraulic Brakes.

GEMIKAL MOTORS
i«iK.\>s G O O D

MEAJ^URB

cmrmourr • POUTIAC • HUMHOBILI • iiuici • LAS*LLI • CADO"'

